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Introduction

The brothers Arkady Natanovich and Boris Natanovich Strugatsky are indubitably the
best-known Russian science fiction authors. By the death of Arkady Strugatsky in 1991 they
had written twenty-five novels and novellas (noseCTH), besides plays, articles, critical works
and numerous short stories, which have been translated into more than twenty languages
(including, interestingly, Esperanto!). They provided film scripts for Alexander Sokurov's
llHH 3aTMeHH51 (Lenfilm, 1989), which is based on their short novel 3a MHnmmp.u neT .uo
KOHUa cseTa, and Andrey Tarkovsky's most famous film CTanKep (Mosfilm, 1979), adapted
from their short novel ITHKHHK Ha o6oLJHHe. Grigory Kromanov's 0Tel1b "Y nom6wero
anbnHHHCTa" (Tallinfilm, 1979) is based on their novella of
the same title. They also wrote the script for the most
extravagant and costly Russian-German Co-production ever
-Peter Fleischmann's Es 1st Nicht Leicht, ein Gott zu Sein
(Hard to Be a God), based on the novel Tpy.uHo 6hiTb
6oroM. This is, according to both Soviet and Western
science fiction critics (such as Darko Suvin and Franz
Rottensteiner, to name only two of the best-known), the first
Fig. I: Arkady Natanovich
Strugatsky (Aapopa; 1981, no.
2, p. 150)

ofthe Strugatskys' true masterpieces.

Arkady Natanovich Strugatsky was born on August 28, 1925 in Batumi, Georgia. He
was trained as a Japanese specialist in the Military Academy for Foreign Languages in
Moscow from 1943 to 1949. After his resignation from military service in 1955 he worked in
various research institutes. For most of his life he lived in Moscow.
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Boris Natanovich Strugatsky was born on April
15, 1933 in Leningrad. He studied astronomy from
1950 to 1955 at Leningrad University and worked in
the Pulkovo observatory as an astrophysic ist and
special ist for data processing till 1965. He lives in
Petersburg .

The Strugatskys pub lished their first book
CTpaHa 6arpoBbiX TTI in 1959, and it marks the

Fig. 2: Boris Natanovich Strugatsky
(ABpopa; 1981 , no. 2, p. 150)

beginning of an extraord inari ly fruitful and long-lasting
co-authorship. However, it was not at all what either brother had had in mind when they
started writing their first novel in the late 1950s. In an interview w ith Alexander Fyodorov,
Arkady Strugatsky tells an anecdote of how the idea of writing a book first grew out of lighthearted banter, w hen the Strugatskys were with a group of friends and were criticising two
novels they had just read : AproHaBThl sceneHHOH by V ladim ir Nikolaevich Vladko and
Emergency Landin g on Venus by Konstantin Vo lkov. The two novels were in their opinion
full of cl iches and they tore them to pieces. When so me of their friends implied that it is
always easier to criticise other people than actually write one's own book, they rose to the
challenge. " We could do that! "- " Want to bet?"- " Done! " was the response. The plan for the
first book of the first cyc le of novels by the Strugatskys was born (Rottensteiner, 1986: 15).

Their aim has always been to be realistic in the sense that the " norma l" wou ld stand
out in an unrealistic setting. The result would be what they call " realistic fantasy":

Husmann
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CoBpeMem-um cpaumacmuKa coiJep:JICum 6 ce6e iJ6a ocuo6HblX uanpa6!1eHUR. OiJuo U3
nux mpaKmyem o6umpHblU KPY2 npo6!1eM, C6fl3QHHblX

c meMou lfeflo6e K u JlpupoiJa,

lfe!lo6eK u Bce!leHHWl. 3mo u ecmb mo, '4mo o6bl'4HO Ha3bl6alom uayiJuou
cpaumacmuKou.
jJpy2oe uanpa6!1euue mecuo C6fl3auo

c Kpy20M npo6!1eM, mpaKmylOUf.UX meMy

lfe!lo6eK u 06U(.ecm6o, lfe!lo6eK u Cot{uyM. 3mo mo, '4mo Mbl CKJIOHHbl Ha3bt6amb
«peaJlUCmU 1teCKOU cpaumacmUKOU», KQK HU napaiJOKCQJlbHO 36Y'4Um maKOU mepMUH.

(From an interview with the Strugatskys, in: Aspopa, no. 2, 1981, pp. 150 - 155; for
a translation see Appendix E)

What followed is a literary career which has no equal in the genre of science fiction:
two authors writing all their major works in tandem over a period of more than thirty years.
This seems even more interesting if one considers that the two brothers did not live together,
but in different towns no less than 650 km apart (Arkady in Moscow and Boris in Leningrad I
Petersburg). Throughout their working life they met in Bologoye- a provincial town halfway

Fig. 3: Arkady Strugatsky (left) and Boris Strugatsky (right) at
work (Source: Urs in : Der Spiegel, no. 14, 1988)
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between Moscow and Petersburg-, in a cafe which now has a little sign saying "Y Eopu u
ApKamu ",meaning Boris's and Arkady's Place (Rottensteiner, 1986:7).

This thesis will attempt to outline the development of the Strugatskys' works, with
emphasis on the question of genre. As science fiction and fantasy! the fantastic are rather
complex genres, it will be necessary to take a closer look at all varieties the Strugatskys offer
us. I will therefore have a close look at the period from 1961 to 1970 and illustrate the
development of genre in the works published during that time. I will also show that the
Strugatskys made careful choice of genre, or even created a mixture of genres in order to
achieve certain effects. Many of their novellas were thus encoded in an Aesopian manner,
conveying a rather dissident message to a dissident readership.

There is a seemingly endless number of definitions of the genres science fiction and
the fantastic, as well as numerous sub-categories such as hard and soft science fiction, Gothic
science fiction, absurdist science fiction, proto science fiction and different closely-related
genres, such as utopias I anti-utopias, fabulation, fantasy, magic realism, science fantasy (for
comprehensive definitions Microsoft Encarta Encyclopaedia is recommended); and to
categorise all of the Strugatskys' works in this sense would be too large a task for this thesis. I
shall rather try to illustrate the diversity of their lifework with excerpts from their fiction, with
the help of interviews given by the authors, and with articles both by the Strugatskys
themselves and by critics. This diversity is of significance, inasmuch as their work always
received official approbation as long as it was categorised as science fantasy. Only after a
transition into a surrealist depiction of contemporary sociological problems were they
attacked by dogmatic critics. The divide between those critics and the audiences both in the
East and in the West then became particularly marked (Kasack, 1986: 1246).
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What is of interest here is the Strugatskys' ability to examine Soviet society from
different angles by carefully using a mixture of genres which the Soviet readership would be
able to read as a depiction of their society, and which- at the same time- would slip through
the net of official censorship. Particular attention will be paid to the following two short
novels, because they are mileposts of the Strugatskys' development of genre:
•

CTa)J(epbi (The Apprentices; see chapter 4)

•

0TeJib "Y rrom6rnero ArrbrrHHHCTa" (Hotel "The Lost Mountaineer"; see chapter 5)

Although both were written and published between 1960 and 1970, they very clearly
show evidence of debt to a variety of genres. This is particularly interesting, since both of
them can be called science fiction novellas. However, the differences in plot and style are so
distinct that they can be regarded as parts of different phases. What the two have in common
is a strong moral message: in CTa)J(epbi the seeds for strong anti-utopian elements in the
works to come are planted. These are later developed into social satire,

a way of criticizing people or ideas in a humorous way, or a piece of writing or play
which uses this style. (from: http://www.onelook.com; accessed 27.July 2004)

These anti-utopian works were seen by the critics and the readership as "poMaHbirrpe.uyrrpe)J(,UeHHe"- novels warning of future dangers for Soviet society. Although the
Strugatskys made clear in various published interviews that their intention never was to
openly criticise the Soviet Union as such, Soviet readers were clearly capable of reading their
works as brave social satires on Soviet society. These were very different from mainstream
Soviet science fiction, "which was- apart from the Strugatskys- rather dull" (personal
interview with Marianna Taymanova, 20. July 2004).
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Chapters 4, 5 and 6 will examine why the Strugatskys decided to write fantastic
literature, and what is the relationship between their work and non-literal reality.

2.

Defining the literary fantastic and science fiction

2.1.

The dilemma of definition

Reflecting on the literary genre of the fantastic brings one up against three major
problems concerning definition. Firstly, the content of fantastic literature defies definition by
nature, as it deals with the supernatural, paranormal, mystical and magical - something which
has not yet been explained or which is inexplicable, albeit recognisable. Secondly, these
problems have been the subject of debate amongst literary scholars since the beginnings of
literary criticism, as Cornwell (1990) outlines in Part One- Background and Theory- of The
Literary Fantastic. Consequently, there have been hundreds of attempts (and failures) to
define what is fantastic. Most of them are useful in themselves and they can be helpful
devices for analysing particular authors or specific literary works. However, they often
overlap with other definitions or partly contradict them. This means that one generic system
of definitions can agree with another one only in a few, specific areas, and very rarely do two
different scholars mean the same thing when they discuss science fiction and fantastic
literature. Thirdly, readers as well as publishers (see chapter 2.3.1.) have their own ideas of
genre and sub-genre and their definitions, and they have their own terminology. This is by
and large the result of marketing strategies. The problem we have here is that this terminology
also overlaps with academic terminology.
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In addition to these difficulties, the author is confronted with one further, linguistic,
problem in this thesis: the Russian terms <lJaHTacmKa and HayqHa51 <PaHTaCTHKa (which apply
to all of the Strugatskys' works) are usually translated as fantasy and science fiction. One
should be aware that the English terms do not necessarily describe the same kinds of literature
as their Russian counterparts, for all the obvious reasons: the differences between Western
science fiction and Russian HayqHa51 <PaHTaCTHKa in terms of their publication, sociological
function, use of literary devices, etc., are enormous, and these will be clarified later on.
Curiously enough, an example of socio-linguistic "feedback" adds to the confusion over
literary terms- the Russian language has adopted the term <lJ3HTe311 1 from the English
language. However, it sometimes refers to a different genre than the term <PaHTacmKa (see
chapter 2.3.2.).

2.2.

A short reflection on definitions by Tzvetan Todorov
and the French theoreticians

Caillois delivers a solid but arguable basis for the discussion of the definition of the
fantastic: according to him, the fantastic appears as a rupture in the universal order. The
impossible represents an aggression that threatens the security of a coherence which has by
definition banned the impossible (Caillois, 1996). Todorov, however, argues, that there are
two kinds of order: one of the real world (natural) and one of the supernatural. Therefore
Todorov only labels a literary image as fantastic if it is unclear to which order it belongs. If it
turns out to be natural, it can at best be described as uncanny. If it turns out to be supernatural,
it belongs to the realm of the marvellous:

1

For example in: <t>auTaCTbi )fnmyT
Khmelnik.

B

peanbHOCTH, an interview with Boris Strugatsky; interviewer: Tatyana
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Le fantastique occupe le temps de cette incertitude; des qu 'on choisit I 'une ou I 'autre
reponse, on quitte le fantastique pour entrer dans un genre voisin, I 'etrange ou le
merveilleux. Le fantastique, c 'est I 'hesitation eprouvee par un etre qui ne connalt que
les lois naturelles, face

aun evenement en apparence surnaturel (Todorov, 1970:29).

Whether Castex calls a fantastic image a "mystery", Vax regards it as "inexplicable",
or Caillois defines it as someting "inadmissable" (Todorov, 1970: 30-31) - most theoreticians
accept reality as the basis of a universal order, the idea of which can be violated by a fantastic
image.

In the following chapters "fantastic" is referred to in Todorov's sense, as he appears to

provide a most comprehensive definition of the fantastic, which can be applied to the
Strugatskys' works.

2.3.

Western and Eastern fantastic literature

2.3.1.

Science fiction and fantasy as publishing categories

In Western Europe and the USA, science fiction and fantasy constitute the two major
genres within the larger category of fantastic literature. Although there are fundamental
differences between those two genres (see chapter 2.3.2.1.) they have often been published in
combined editions and sold from bookshelves labelled "Science Fiction and Fantasy". John
Clute and Peter Nicholls points out that

Husmann 12

[. ..} it [science fiction] is certainly a publishing category, and in the real world this is
of more pragmatic importance than anything the theorists may have to say about it.
On the other hand, the label "sf' on a book is wholly subject to the whims of
publishers and editors, and the label has certainly appeared on some very unlikely
books. An additional complication arises because some writers fight hard to avoid the
label, perhaps feeling that it might deleteriously affect their sales and/or reputations
(e.g., Kurt Vonnegut Jr, John Wyndham). Publishers apply similar cautionary
measures to potential bests elfers, which are seldom labelled as sf even when that is
exactly what they are (although this has been less true in the post-Star Wars period
than in, say, the 1970s), on the grounds that genre sf when so labelled, while normally
selling steadily, rarely enters the best-seller class (Clute and Nicholls, 1995).

Unlike Soviet writers, Western writers have always been prompted as well as
restricted by a powerful market's taste. Whereas members of the Union of Soviet Writers
were under the thumb of official censorship, writers in the West had to fulfil the market's
demands. Since the beginnings of popular science fiction and fantasy in 1937 (when John W.
Campbell became editor of the magazine Astounding Stories, which he renamed Astounding
Science Fiction in 1938), their readership has been largely dominated by 15 to 25-year-old
males with a huge appetite for adventure, galactic warfare and sword-and-sorcery. They
created a market which was then flooded with literature of largely conservative and
reactionary, sometimes even fascistic tendencies. In contrast, in the Soviet Union, writers
were ideologically bound by the official dogma of Socialist Realism:

Socialist realism is a teleologically-oriented style of realistic art which has as its
purpose the furtherance of the goals of Communism. Originating in the aesthetic
philosophy of Maxim Gorki, it was from its adoption by the Union of Soviet Writers in
1934 at the Congress of Soviet Writers the official policy of the Soviet Union:
"Socialist realism is the basic method of Soviet literature and literary criticism. It
demands of the artist the truthful, historically concrete representation of reality in its
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revolutionary development. Moreover, the truthfulness and historical concreteness of
the artistic representation of reality must be linked with the task of ideological
transformation and education of workers in the spirit of socialism."[. ..} The art
produced under socialist realism is realistic, optimistic, and heroic.
(from: http://en.wikipedia.orglwiki/Socialist_realism; accessed 27.July 2004)

This meant a constant struggle with dogmatic critics and union secretaries which
restricted even the most prominent writers in their creativity and exposed them to censorship.
On the other hand, c1itics were equally restricted, and Brown (1993: 10) argues that their
struggle resulted in an "Aesopian language" - a technique of hinting and circumlocution
which was used by some sensitive critics to maintain a covert form of dialogue with both
libertarian authors and initiated readers.

Distinctions between science fiction, fantasy,

2.3.2.

HayliHaH cpaHTaCTittKa and cpaHTaCTI!IKa

2.3.2.1.

Science fiction and fantasy

The preceding sections will have indicated that the author regards both science fiction
and fantasy as sub-genres of fantastic literature. In both cases there must be a novum - an
element of something unknown or impossible in the here-and-now reality - which contradicts
the reader's common sense and real-life experience, or, as Suvin puts it, "empirical
environment":

[science fiction is] a literary genre whose necessary and sufficient conditions are the
presence and interaction of estrangement and cognition, and whose main formal
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device is an imaginative framework alternative to the author's empirical environment
(Suvin, D., in: Clute and Nicholls, 1995).

Since this definition also fits the genre offantasy, more accurate distinctions must be
made. One obvious approach lies in analysing the tension between the reader's real
environment and the fictional environment created by the author. In the case of science fiction
we find very often a realistic setting, even though it is in most cases depicted as a futuristic
one or on a different planet. Science fiction does not preclude a realistic projection of society
into the future - on the contrary. In the majority of works of science fiction we can
immediately recognise sociological patterns (such as gender roles, hierarchical structures,
etc.) and the author's real-life values. Space flight and even crossing the threshold of the
speed oflight (which is, as far as we know, impossible) take place within an "atmosphere of
scientific credibility" (Moskovitz in: Thomsen and Fischer, 1980:28). As a founding father of
this genre Jules Verne should be named:

[He} developed his characteristic technique of inserting quasiscientific explanations
into a simply told adventure imbued with the romance ofgeography.
(Clute and Nicholls, 1995)

Scientific progress (regardless of whether its images are realistic or pure invention) is
the main means of explaining the fictional world to the reader of science fiction. In this
respect, the literary methods of many science fiction novels bear resemblance to those of
historical novels. Only if the reader's imagination is not stretched too far by pure invention
does a future world (or a past world) remain credible.
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In fantasy, this scientific credibility is in most cases suspended right from the start: the
readers find themselves confronted with extremely alien settings (different galaxies,
alternative universes, etc.) and societies which do not bear any similarity to their own in real
life, in which magicians and semi-god-like warriors are popular characters, and the
impossible (magic) is normal. Whereas most science fiction plots take place in the future,
fantasy plots frequently take place outside our perception of time.

Nicholls argues:

Sf must by definition follow natura/law whereas fantasy may and mostly does
suspend it. Fantasy need not be susceptible to "natural" or cognitive explanation,·
indeed, supernatural explanation is at fantasy's heart (Clute and Nicholls, 1995).

This is important to remember when discussing the works of the Strugatskys, where it
is useful to pinpoint the departure from science and the entrance of the fantastic in each story.

2.3.2.2.

Science fiction in the East and in the West

Although there are many differences between science fiction in Western countries and
the Soviet Union regarding their publication and their actual contents it can be argued that the
formal devices an author uses to create a credible environment are in fact very similar. There
are obvious differences in literary quality between, for example, an escapist space-opera
adventure story and a carefully constructed, subversive estrangement of a real society.
However, both works will employ similar techniques by which an effect of recognition of
real-life truths is achieved. In both cases, it is made clear why the fictional world is different
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from the real world. Badly written science fiction falls back on a scientifically unsound but
often highly entertaining techno-jargon, whereas science fiction of a higher literary value
offers explanations which afford insights into our very own society. The reader can view the
object of the author's attention (e.g. our own society) through a set of filters: the society may
be projected into a future where certain sociological aspects like warfare or gender roles have
been eliminated, so that, as in a scientific experiment, any particular problem can be focussed
upon:

Oua [Hay•majl cpaHTacntKa], c6o6oouo onepupyR nouRmWl.Mu npocmpaucm6a u
6peMeHU, npOU360JibHO MeHR.em COOI1'lHOUIBHWl U nponOplfUU R6JieHUU, IJI1'l06bl Rp'Je
6blOeJiumb, 3aocmpumb 6eOJ!UIUU peaJlbHblU KOHplluKm, otJucmu6 ezo om CJIY'taUHblX
HQCJIOeHUU: Hanp., YCJI06HblU nepeHOC oeucm6Wl 60 6peMeHU u npocmpaucm6e 6
«MapcuaHCKUX xpoHuKax» P. Ep3o6epu u 6 no6ecmu «Tpyouo 6blmb 6ozoM» A. u E.
CmpyzalfKUX no360JIRem noKa3amb co6p. [ cospeMeHHhie] 3eMHbze npo6Jie.Mbl 6 ux
ZJI06aJlbHOM Macwma6e. (P. P. CypKoB, 1968: 140; for translation see Appendix E)

2.3.2.3.

Hay'"IHaJJ cpaHTacntKa and cpaHTacntKa

The accepted opinion in the Soviet Union was that Hayi.JHmi cpaHTaCTHKa was more or
less cpaHTaCTHKa with a scientific touch to it. In fact, many authors and critics, including the
Strugatskys themselves, use both terms synonymously. The KpaTKM JlHTeparypHa51
3HUHKJlone.uHH (1968: 140-141) defines the terms as follows:

Hay'IIWR rjJaHmacmuKa- ycJI06Hoe o6mHatJeHue o6wupuou ompacJiu co6p. xyoo:JIC .
.T/Un!-pbl (COBpeMeHHOH XY.UO)f(eCTBeHHOH JlHTepaTyphl) ('JGCI1'lUIJ110 - meampa, KUIJO,
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:JICU6onucu);

H ¢.

6a3upyemcfl Ha co6p. [ cospeMeHHOM] ypo6He Hay'l. [ HayqHoro]

nOJl/01/Ufl U OC.MbiC!Ief/Ufl Oeucm6ume!lbi-IOCmU U UlUpOii.O nO!IbJyemcfl MemoOUKOU
co6p.

[cospeMeHHoti] uayKu- .MoOellupo6auueM fl6Jieuuu, npueMOM MblC!IeHuozo

:JKcnepUMenma - 6 npUMeneuuu K ucK-6Y [ HCKYCCTBY].
mepMUH - «science fiction», npu6U6UlUUCfl u 6 op.

B ClllA

603HUK coom6emcm6.

[,D,pymx] cmpauax. MHozue

c1Juma10m :Jnumem «Hay'IHafl>> Heo6mame!lbHblM. 3numem «uay'IHafl» noMozaem
omzpaHU'IUmb

Hq1.

om 6o11ee mupoKozo nouflmUfl rjJaHmacmuKu- om CKQ30K u

MUpo6, om poMmtmu'l.

[poMaHTH4eCKOH] rjJaumacmuKu (uanp., 3. T.A. TorjJMaua),

om fantasy, mupoKo 6bzmywt1Jeu ceu'lac ua 3anaoe, om camupbl u om rjJU!IocorjJ.

[<f>HJIOCO<f>CKOH) np03bl, 20e paHmacmuKa npUMeHflemcfl KaK XYOO:JIC.
[XY,D,O)!{eCTBeHHhiH) npueM, 6e3 nonblmKU ee JI02U'I. [ JIOrH4eCKOfO) o60CH06aHUfl U
Momu6upo6KU.

H¢. onpeoenU!Iacb KaK Macco6oe fl6Jienue UMeHHO 6 my :Jnoxy, Kozoa

uayKa cmaJla uzpamb pemalOUJYIO ponb 6 :JICUJHU o6UJecm6a, yc11o6HO 2060pfl - nocne
6mopou Mupo6ou 60UHbl, xomfl ocu.
ua~1emUJ1UCb y:11ce e meop'lecmee

r.

[ocHoBHhte] 'lepmbz co6p. [cospeMeHHOH] H¢.
Y:Jn11ca u IJacmu'IHO

K.

LfaneKa.

(for translation see Appendix E)

Like the above-mentioned Wells and Chapek, the Strugatskys use the tools of science
fiction to disguise their works. It is safe to assume that official censors would not have
allowed open criticism of the Soviet Union to be published (interview with Marianna
Taymanova, 20.July 2004). Nevertheless, the Strugatskys went against the mainstream of
Soviet utopian literature depicting a bright communist future, and most of their novels and
novellas must be seen as poMaHht-npe,D,ynpe)!{,D,eHHe- warning novels
(http://www.rusf.ru/abs/index.htm; accessed 27. July 2004).
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Brief overview of distinct phases in the Strugatskys' works

The Strugatskys' novels and novellas can be divided into phases according to the
schema laid out below, and the phases can be defined by the following criteria:

1. The time of writing (which might appear trivial at first glance, since the phases we have
postulated do not overlap time-wise; but those works that do not fit into these phases were
all written after the late 1960s and during the time of the fourth phase);
2. The characters and how well we are acquainted with them (several characters appear in
more than one book, e.g. Alexander lvanovich Priva1ov in DoHe.UeJihHI1K and in Tpoi1Ka);
3. Plot and style.

The postulated four distinctive phases are

2

:

Phase 1 (written between 1959 and 1961): CrpaHa, Dyrh, OoJI.ueHh, Cnwepht;
Phase 2 (written between 1961 and 1964): nonhiTKa, Pa.uvra, Tp)'llHO 6hiTh 6oroM, Bem11;
Phase 3 (written between 1964 and 1968): noHe,UeJibHI1K, YJII1TKa, HaweCTBI1e, TpoHKa,
Jle6e;:u1;
Phase 4 (written between 1968 and 1985): OcTpOB, MaJibiW, DI1KHI1K, napeHh, 3a MI1JIJI11ap.u
JieT, )l(yK, BoJIHhi.

I base my categorisation on the first part of Martin Weber's essay "Satire und Utopie
im Privalov-Zyklus der Bruder Strugackij" (Weber, 1990: 3). He describes the four major
phases as follows:
1. the early "idyllic" futuristic/utopian stories written in the late 1950s and early 1960s;
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2. the more wistful and bleak period of the first half of the 1960s;
3. the extremely satirical and least realistic period from the mid-1960s to 1968;
4. finally the period starting with the first novella of the Maxim Kammerer cycle - OcTpoB.

Weber also mentions two novellas and three novels which do not fit into any of the
above phases: 0TeJib, [QM, 11osecTb,

XpoMa~

cy.ub6a and On1romeHHbie 3JIOM. They were

all written after the beginning of the fourth and last phase; none ofthe characters appear in
any other work; their plots are independent with no links to other works, and in the case of
0TeJib the same applies to style and genre.

It cannot be the task of this thesis to illustrate all the literary phases. Having looked at

one typical first-phase novella, in this chapter I will discuss in which way the genre of the atypical 0TeJib is different from that of all the other stories.

Although several different versions of 0TeJib exist, I shall be referring to the edition
TEKCT, Moscow, 1995, which to my knowledge is the latest publication and contains the
novella 0TeJib (this version has no epigraph, which is of great importance to the question of
genre, as well as the scenario version [OTeJib (cueHapHti), which includes the epigraph]).

2

NB: short titles are given here; for full titles refer to Appendix D.
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Genre analysis of CYa>Kepbi (The Apprentices)

4.1.

Introduction
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In the author's opinion, it is perfectly appropriate to call the first phase of the
Strugatskys' works a cycle, since all ofthe novellas (CTpaHa, ITyTh, ITon.neHb, CTa:>Kepbi) and
several stories are set in the same universe, with the same group of protagonists. Although
some of those protagonists appear much later in BeLUH, this novella can be regarded as a part
of a different phase, as the final section of this chapter will show. Cnwepbi marks the end of
the Strugatskys' first cycle (1959 to 1961) of futuristic stories and novellas.

The universe described in CTa)l(ephi is, in a physical sense, our universe. Our solar
system is described realistically in a Jules-Vernian or Wellsian manner- there is nothing
supernatural or even odd to be found here, even though the events take place a few hundred
years in the future.

CTa)l(ephi is the story of the eighteen-year-old Yury, a vacuum-welder (a rather
charming remnant of Socialist Realism), who has lost his group of fellow travellers on their
way to Saturn. Since there is no regular connection to Saturn, he has to find some other
spaceship to take him there. In lucky circumstances he meets Ivan Zhilin, who works on the
Takhmasib and introduces Yury to his idols Yurkovsky, Bykov and Krutikov. They offer him
a quasi apprenticeship on board their spaceship and agree to give him a lift to Saturn. Their
journey, through space and to the planet Mars, is highly perilous.

During this journey we learn about the characters' attitudes to life, work, society.
Through their eyes we see a future state, inhabited by people whose mindsets, ambitions,
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fears and ideas are yet all too familiar. While accepting a futuristic plot for the sake of a
readable storyline, the reader finds that the human condition has not changed much, and is
able to see here-and-now human life through the filter of science fiction. Again- this
technique allows the Strugatskys to write about a society which the readership is able to
identify as Soviet, yet official censorship is bypassed.

4.2.

Techniques of mainstream science fiction

In CTmi<epbt as well as in other works, the Strugatskys use techno-jargon sparingly.
They rarely indulge in descriptions of futuristic hardware. When they do so, it fulfils the task
of contextualising the fictional world. Frequent practice for many science fiction writers is to
use sets of conventional science fiction images, which are easily recognised by the reader as
futuristic, such as gadgets, weaponry, means of transport which have not yet been developed,
but with a firmly established place in science fiction literature and film: transporter beams,
ray guns, space ships. This has of course to be seen in a historical context. A videophone
(CTa)J(epbt: 160) e.g. is not a science fiction term for a reader of the 21st century, but certainly
was in the 1960s. There are very few of these images to be found in the works by the
Strugatskys, and CTa)J(epbt is no exception. Atomcars (CTa)J(epbt: 157), cars with spread

wing-cases (CTa)J(epbt: 159), photon rockets and planetliners (CTa)J(epbt: 172) are only briefly
mentioned in order to provide a futuristic setting for the vicinity of the spaceport.

The only passages where the authors produce techno jargon can be found in chapter
five. This is the first chapter set on board the Takhmasib - a spaceship driven by a photon

reactor (CTa)J(epbt: 21 0). Even here the image of an extremely sophisticated technology is
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used only in order to point out that humans are in complete control over it and how much
their mastery of technology is admired by the apprentice:

)/{uJlUH nomeeeJlWl KopomKmt uoco.M.
«T.fyTO,» CKaJWI OH.
JOpa lllOJICe npUHlOXWICR.
«Kama, limo flu?» cnpocw1 ou ueyeepeww.
«Hem,» CKaJWI )/{WtUH. «3aUJWIWl ueoy6!lupoeaHHblU cjJaJOl{UK!lep. YJICaCHblU
mWiyu 3mom Heoy6llupoeauubru cjJmol{UK!lep. T.fy1o, limo cezoouR ezo npuoemcR
pezy!lupoeamb. »
!Opa c co.MueuueM noc.Mompe!l ua nezo. 3mo AW2!lO 6bllllb mymKou, a M02ll0 6bllllb
npaeoou. )/{Wtuu o6!laOWI U3yMume!lbHblM '~YlllbeM ua ueucnpaeuocmu

(CTa)l{ephi:

203).

It turns out it is not a joke when Captain Bykov says on the next page:

«Heau,» CKaJWI EblKoe, «ueoy6!lupoeaullblU cjJmol{UKJtep mepRem uacmpouKy.
3aiJMucb.»

(CTa)l{ephi: 204).

This little episode later turns out to be the introduction to a more profound statement
on mankind and technology. Zhilin successfully clears the malfunction and takes Yury to the
ship's engine-room:

On co 360HOM omKUOblBWI u CHoea Jaxnonbl6GJI KaKue-mo KpbtUfKU, omooeuzWI
no!lynp03pal!Hble 3aCJl011KU, Ja KOlllOpbl.IHU Ka6WIUClllU'leCKU Mepl{Wla nymaHUl{a
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nettam11blX CXeM, 6Kll10ttaJl MaJle11bKUe 3KpG11bl, 11Q KOmOpblX momttaC 60311UKaJlU
RpKue mottKU U.MnyflbC06, npbt2a10UJUe no Koopowwm11ou cemKe, 3anycKaJl KpenKue
Jl06Kue nWlblJbt eo ttmo-mo 11e6oo6pmUMo cJlo:J/Cuoe, M1I020lJ6em11oe, 6CnbtXU6G10UJee,
u OeJlaJl 011 ece ::Jmo 11e6pe:>1CHO, Jle2KO, 11e 3aOyMblBaJlCb u oo mozo flaOIIO u 6Kyc11o,
ttmo /Ope 3QXOnleJlOCb CeUttQC :J/Ce CMe11Unlb cnelJUWlb110Cnlb U 60nl maK :J/Ce
11enpuuy:J/COe11110 noeeJle6amb nopa:>ICalOUJUM 6oo6pa:>1Ceuue zuzaumcKUM
Op2GIIU3MOM rjlom01111020 ttyOa.

« Y MeHR CJl1011KU meKym, » CKQ3aJl JOpa.
)/(UJlU11 3QCMe5lJlC5l.
«flpaeoa,» cKmWl!Opa. «He 3Ha10, OJlR 6ac ::Jmo ece, Ko1tett11o, npuebtttHo u
6yOHUtt110, MO:J/Cem 6blnlb, Oa:J/Ce uaooeJlo, 110 3mo ece paeuo 300p060. J[ Jll06Jl10,
Kozoa 6oflbULOu u CJlO:J/C11blU Mexa11U3M - u pROOM oouH tteJloeeK ... noeeJlumeflb. 3mo
30opoeo, Kozoa 'leJlo6eK- no6eflumeflb.» (CTa:>Kepbi: 21 0).

The above is a good example of the Strugatskys' general attitude towards technology
in literature. For them, it is simply a vehicle to convey human values, and there is no blind
faith in technology, since it is humans who are in charge and responsible. Unlike 1940s' US
American science fiction, where intergalactic wars were invented in order to feature
astonishing apparatuses and replace sociological ideas, the Strugatskys create technology as a
background or even as a means to make a moral statement on the meaning of life and one's
own purpose in it.

There is still a lot of entertaining adventure motifs to be found in CTa)l(epbi, which do
not carry a moral message. E.g. the scientists have some trouble with a Martian life-form
which they casually call a flying leech:
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[. .. } Ilblll b Ha YUIOUJGOKe 6 bzJza U3pbzma, Mammu co J!locmbiO monmaJl xapamepubze
OKPY2llbl e R.Mbl - C!leObl "!lemy tJeu nWIBKU " . «Ilo tJeMy OHa ece ep eMR !leJem ua
YUIOUJaOKy? » iJyMaJl OH. «Hy, noJLJaJla 6bz BOKPY2 OoMa. Hy, BflOMUJlacb 6bz 6 2apa:J1C.
Hem, oua fl eJem ua YUIOUJaOKY. lfefloBe'luHou JOecb naxuem, tJmo ;m ? » (CTa)l{epbi:

178).

As exotic as the idea of a dangerous Martian flyi ng leech
sound s, it can not in my opinion be regarded as a science fiction
motif. lt is not the distinct new idea that, for science fiction , is
the essential ingredient, as Dick puts it in a letter to John
Betancourt (Dick, 1995 : 9-11 ). The fact that the setting is exotic
does not amount to a challenge of accepted values, morals or
political beliefs. In fact, not only is this type of space adventure

Fig. 4: Philip K. Dick
(Clute and Nicho lls, 1995)

not subversive, it is, on the contrary, conservative, by its transference of the values accepted
by the Soviet reader to a different environment (in time or space) and the assumption that they
are sti ll va lid. A case in point is the rather militarist approach to the troubles with the flying
leeches, which, although they are an almost completely unknown alien species, the scientists
decide to hunt down and kill :

«Mbl OtJeHb .l'rlaJIO 31-taeM 0 nUflBKGX,» CKQ3Qfl f!UBQf/06. «flOKQ Mbl MO:JICeM
nOJlQ2QrnbCR mOJl bKO HQ 06Q CpeiJcmea: nyfl U U 02fleMembl. » (CTa)l{epbl: 195).

With the image of the fl ying leeches the Strugatskys come close to a horror motif:
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If HGKOHelj JOpa yBUOeJl.

flURBKU 6b!JlU noXO:JICU fiG UCnO!lUHCKUX cepo-:JICe!lmblX

zoJioBacmuKo6. Tu6Kue, Heo6bl'JaUHO nooBU:JICHbte, HecMompfl Ha cBou paJMepbt u,

6epoRmHO, HeMGJlblU Bee, OHU cmpe.MumeJlbHO 6blCKGKU6aJlU U3 my'IU nblJlU,

npOHOCUJIUCb 6 6030yxe HeCKOJibKO OeCflmK06 Memp06 U Cl-1060 UC'IeJGJlU 6 nbl!IU.

(CTa)l(epbi: 221).

However, since they are annoying pests rather than a life-threatening danger to the
scientists, this image must be regarded as too weak to be truly horrifYing; and since there is
nothing supernatural or uncanny about them, they are a mere standard motif of mainstream
science fiction.

4.3.

Fantasy motifs and absurdity

CTa)l(ephi is a landmark in the Strugatskys' works, inasmuch as it introduces irony in a
large section in chapter 10, subtitled "The tale of the gigantic fluctuation". Here the authors
seem to experiment with irony, which is an innovation to their works so far. It is in fact their
ability to ridicule certain characteristics of society (in the case of CTa)l(ephi, it is faith in
science) which they will become famous for in the second half of the 1960s.

"The tale of the gigantic fluctuation" is a story within a story, told by Zhilin. The
Strugatskys frequently use this method in their later novels and novellas (for example in
XpoM<UI cy.ub6a, where half the book is a story within the story), in order to create a tension
between the frame story and the story within. Very often there is something fundamentally
different about these two levels. In the case of CTa)l(epbi, it is an excursion into a completely
different genre: fantasy.
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In this tale Zhilin meets a stranger at a beach who is desperate to talk to him about his
own tragedy. He tells Zhilin about weird accidents which started in his childhood, such as his
shattering four glasses and a bowl in his violin classes. He gives a reasonable explanation:
acoustic resonance, created by him playing the violin, was responsible. The stranger continues
telling Zhilin about such accidents, always providing explanations: he would drop slices of
bread always with the buttered side up, which is not unfortunate in itself, the stranger would
explain, but it represents a fundamental violation of the theory of probabilities (CTa)l(ephi:
283). His uncle was the first to realise that there was something wrong with him, and by
making him toss coins, he found his assumption borne out:

«B nepeblU pm 5I 6pocWI MOHemKy cmo pm, u 051051 cmo pm. Y 11e2o opell 6blnaJl
nRmboec51m mpu pma, a y MeH51 oee5111ocmo eoceMb. Y 051ou, 311aeme flU, Zllma na Jlo6
6blJle3JlU. H y Me1151 moJ/Ce. Ilomo.M 5I 6pocWI MOHemry euw oeecmu pm, u,
npeocmaebme ce6e, opell y Me1151 6blnaJl cmo oe651110Cmo mecmb pm. MHe yJICe mozoa
CJleooeaJlo noH51mb, tJeM maKue eelflu OOJlJICHbl KOlr'IUmb51.» (CTa)l(ephi: 283).

At first the stranger was merely amused. He describes the phenomenon as follows:

«[... }A 3mO ommoob He 'IYOO, 3mO enOJlHe peaJlb1lblU, 110 He06bliJGU110
MaJl06epo51mllblU cjJaKm. 3mo 6blllG 6bl 2U2GHmCK(lfl. cPlliOKmyalfUR - HU'ImO.JICIIO
eepo51m11oe omKJloHeHue om Hau6oJlee eepo51m11o2o cocmo51HUR.» (CTa)l(ephi: 284).

But the incidences became even more incredible:

Yeuoemb, Hanpwuep, oeenaot~amuKpamHylO paoyzy 6blll0 0Jl511le20 nycm51KOM- 011
euoell ee mecmb WIU ceMb pm.
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«fl no6b10 ni06ozo cuHonmuKa-n106umenR, » yopy'leHHO X6acmWICR OH. «fl 6UOen
no!lRpHbze CURHUR 6 ArzAta-Ame, EpoKeHCKoe 6UOeHue Ha Ka6Ka3e u 06a07Jamb pa3
Ha6!1100WI 311ClMeHUmblU Je!leHblU !IYIJ, UJIU "Me'l ZOJIOOa ", KGK ezo Ha3bl6G10m.

Jl

npuexaJI e EamyMu, u mCLM HG'IWiacb Jacyxa. Tozoa R omnpaeUJICR nymemecm6o6amb
6 To6u, u mpu:JICObl nonWI mCLM noo mponu'lecKuu !lueeHb.»

(Cra)l(epbi: 284).

The stranger, a man of scientific education, fails to define the incidences in proper
scientific terms and turns to supernatural explanations:

«MHe Ka3WIOCb o'leHb Ja6a6UblM 'ly6cmeoeamb ce6R cpeoomo'lueM ecex 'lyoec Ha
ceeme.»

« TfeM» U3YMU!ICJl Jl.
(( 3-3-3 ... cpeoomO'IUeM 'lyoec.

nbzmWicR.»

Jl He MOZY opyzozo CJl06a nooo6pamb, XOmR u

(CTa)l(epbi: 283).

The Strugatskys introduce this story with fairly harmless (and easily explicable)
oddities. By intensifying the absurd aspects of the miracles and still providing reasonable
scientific explanation, they lure the reader into a materialistic trap. The resonance
phenomenon is widely known; and shattering glasses with high frequency sounds is easy to
explain. Whether or not the reader believes in twelvefold rainbows, tropical showers of rain
in the desert or the Brocken apparition, it is up to us to realise that our leg is being pulled. But
the question raised is not whether the story told by the stranger is true, but rather: are we able
or, for that matter, willing to accept miracles as something supernatural or do we believe that
everything can be explained by science? Towards the end of this story the Strugatskys reveal
their own opinion by reducing the incidences to utter absurdity:
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HeooHoKpamHo K HeMy 6 nQ!lamKy - on MH02o nymeutecmBOBQ!l - JQ!lemQ!lu utapoeble

.MORHUU u '-lQC(lMU 6UCCRU noo nomORKO.M. B K01Ufe KOHlJ06 OH npU6blK K 3mOMY u

UCnORb306Q!l utap06ble MORHUU KQK 3ReKmpu'-leCKUe Ra.MnO'-lKU." 'IUmQ!l.

(CTa)l(ephi:

285).

The stranger also claims to have been hit by a small meteorite; that he had suddenly
become the source of a strong magnetic field for ten seconds so that he was hit by all kinds of
metal objects; and, finally, that an hour ago a friend of his has flown off (CTa)l(ephi: 285 287). He even offers an explanation:

"Bbl nOHUMaeme, 3mO :>ICe C06eputeHHO He603MO:JICNO, " 6opMOnlQ!l rjJeHOMeH.

"XaomU'IeCKOe 06U:JICeNUe MOReKyR meRa, 6poyH06CKOe 06U:JICeHUe 'laCmUlJ :JICU6020

KORRouoa cmQ!lo ynopROO'-leHHblM, ee omopeQ!lo om JeMRU u yuecRo, coeeputeHuo He

npeocmaeRRJO Kyoa. 0'-leHb, O'-leHb MQ!loeepoRmuo ... Bbl MHe menepb mORbKO

CKQ:JICUme, OOR:JICeH R C'IUmamb ce6R y6UUlJeu?"

(CTa)l(epbi: 287).

It is this tongue-in-cheek style of raising a philosophical question that makes this

passage stand out against the rest of the book. In later works we find this technique further
developed (DoHenenhHHK, for instance, is a cavalcade of miraculous and absurd motifs and
characters) and taken to extremes (in YnHTKa the whole world is made of fantastic absurdities
where

normalities

become something special).

"The tale of the gigantic fluctuation" is a special episode in CTa)l(epbi and different
from the rest of the text for three reasons: firstly, it is a story within a story, told from Zhilin's
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point of view. Secondly, it raises the philosophical question of the existence ofthe
supernatural in the tradition of fantasy literature and does not present a moral dilemma.
Thirdly, the technique by which the Strugatskys express their opinion is irony. Irony is used in
other parts of the novella as well, but not to express the Strugatskys' own opinion.

4.4.

Conclusion
CTa)l{ephi is a "realistic" portrayal of a future universe. By "realistic" we do not mean

that it is probable that Saturn's satellites will be colonised at any time in the future, or that
there probably are "flying leeches" on Mars. We now know for sure that there are not. But
CTa)l{ephi was written in 1961, and the possibility of Martian life forms had not then been
definitely ruled out by science. By "realistic" we rather mean that the characters are credible
and their actions are justified by ethics that are at least familiar, if not acceptable, to us.

CTa)l{ephi appears to provide a mixture of genres. We can find conventional science
fiction images (such as space travel in photon rockets), adventure motifs (hunting the Martian
flying leeches), and even fantasy motifs (the miracles in "The tale of the gigantic
fluctuation"). Nevertheless, there can be no doubt that CTa)l{ephi is a pure science fiction
novella. Science fiction is the genre for the main frame of the novella, and all the actions take
place within this frame. The adventure plot and even more so the fantasy plot are merely
episodes within the main story.

For the Strugatskys science is a tool. In this sense, they differ from most western main
stream science fiction writers of the same era, where science fiction all too often describes
gleaming space armadas and a magnificent interstellar feudal empire at war with telepathic
creatures from outer space. The task of such space operas is to entertain the readership and let
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them escape into a future, fictitious world. In the case ofCTa:»<:ephi, however, science fiction
is no more than a vehicle to convey rather common messages about the heroes' moral values
and human relationships. Science fiction motifs like the spaceship Takhmasib are needed only
to create a plausible environment for the largely realistic plot.

CTa)l(epbi is sparing with conventional hard science fiction devices (such as different
kinds of gadgetry). Its emphasis clearly lies in portraying the struggle between morally good
people (the main characters, including their differences to each other) and morally bad people
(such as the capitalist exploiters on board the Bamberga). In this sense, Cm»<:epbi resembles a
fairy tale. The title "The Apprentices" (note the plural) in my opinion implies that we all are
apprentices, both the characters in the novella and the readers who identify with them.

Since the Strugatskys put a lot of effort into creating the perfect picture of a morally
sincere and responsible scientist (Yurkovsky), one could easily think that he is set up as an
ideal character. But in the end it is the young ones who we really sympathise with. It is Yury
who realises that Y urkovsky' s and Krutikov' s deaths cannot be justified, that life itself is
most important:

Jlooeu2- :Jrno xopouw, 1-10 IJe!loeeK OO!l:JICeH :JICUmb.

(CTa)l(epbi: 344).

Moreover, after all the adventures in space, it is Zhilin who finally has what is
probably the most important insight, the point that the Strugatskys most solemnly and
wistfully make, at the very end of the book:

'T!laBHOe- HQ ]eM!le ...

"(CTa)l(epbi: 346).
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This last note is the end of the Strugatskys' first and most idyllic phase, where
conflicts arise almost entirely between the good and the better- the main moral values within
Socialist Realism. However, in "The tale of the gigantic fluctuation" the Strugatskys have
also introduced techniques of irony and absurdity which they will fully develop in their later,
anti-utopian works.
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5.

Genre analysis of 0Tel1b "Y norH6wero AnbnHHHCTa"
(Hotel "The Lost Mountaineer")

5.1.

The build-up to an apparent detective story

0TeJib opens like a typical detective story, like, for example Agatha Christie's play
The Mousetrap. Police Inspector Peter Glebsky arrives at the Hotel "The Lost Mountaineer",
where he is going to spend his two week winter holiday. He is welcomed by Alec Snevar,
hotel manager and owner of Bottleneck Valley, where the hotel is situated. The hotel is
outside a fictitious town called Muir, and from the names ofthe characters (e.g. Olaf
Andvarafors, Luarvik L. Luarvik, and Brun - a possible short form of Brunhild) we can
assume a Scandinavian setting. The monetary unit is krona or krone (KpoHa) suggesting either
Norway or Sweden. Denmark can be ruled out as a setting since it has no slopes steep enough
for ski-runs.

Apart from the epilogue, which refers to a period more than twenty years after that of
the main part of the book (fifteen chapters), the plot covers a period of only three days. The
narrator of the story is Peter Glebsky himself- the protagonist. This character develops into a
tragic anti-hero in the second half of the book (see 5.2.). From the point of view of genre, this
is remarkable in itself, since 0TeJih is the only story in which the theme of the anti-hero is
fully developed: Peter Glebsky turns out to be not only a poor detective with a lack of
imagination and wit, but also stubborn and narrow-minded to such an extent that he proves to
be less humane than the aliens who intrude upon his skiing holiday and whom we suspect of
being a gang of putative criminals (see 5.6.).
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The reader is not led to suspect Glebsky's limitations right from the beginning, since
his "interrogating" Snevar immediately after his arrival at the hotel seems to be normal
behaviour for a policeman. He finds out that the hotel derived its name from an incident
which happened six years earlier, when a mountaineer died in an avalanche which had
possibly been caused by a rifle shot. The room where the mountaineer stayed has been kept
exactly as it was before his death and has been turned into a museum. Glebsky also makes
enquiries about the other hotel guests within the first five minutes of talking to Snevar - so far
it all looks like perfectly normal behaviour for a curious police inspector who finds it difficult
to detach from work.

The guests are Albert Moses, a thickset nouveau riche, and his wife Olga; Simon
Simonet, physicist; du Bamstokr, a famous hypnotist; and finally Brun, an adolescent of
indeterminate sex and du Bamstokr's nephew or niece. The hotel staff is limited to the
landlord himself and Kaisa- we do not know whether she is Snevar's wife or assistant.

The impression of a detective story is intensified when Glebsky, Snevar and all the
other guests have their dinner together at the end of day one (chapter 2): they talk about
"astonishing things" happening in the hotel. And - since nothing has indicated yet that 0TeJih
is a science fiction novella - it is only the habitual Strugatsky reader who will be alerted by
the casual mention ofUFOs:

-B KOHtfe KOHtfOB youBumeJZbHOe npoucxooum 11e moJZbKO B HatueM omeJZe, cKa3an 010
EapHcmoKp. -J{ocmamo'IHO BcnoMHUmb, HanpUMep, o 3aMeHumblX JZemaJOllfUX
Heono3rtaHHblX o6beKma"( ... (OTeJih: 280).
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It is not yet clear whether this is a
deliberate play on the genre or whether this is a
story in which the fantastic is possible. There are
elements reminiscent of Sherlock Holmes stories
(e.g. The Hound of the Baskervilles) by Sir Arthur
Conan Doyle. Fantastic or supernatural elements
are not uncommon in those stories, and give an
extra dimension to rather rational and predictable
plots. Those familiar with Conan Doyle's
technique can be absolutely sure that the master

Fig. 6: Sir Arthur Conan Doyle
(Clute and Nicholls, 1995)

detective will find a rational explanation for
anything uncanny. This is not the case in OTeJib. Firstly, the detective-story style of the
opening is something unprecedented in the authors' career; and then the way an element of
the fantastic is introduced to make it sound ridiculous Uust another UFO story) will have had
a startling effect on a readership already used to regarding space travel and extraterrestrial life
as a proper subject for science fiction.

In this context the epigraph is of great importance. We find it at the beginning of
0TeJib (cueHapHH):

"KaK coo6UJa10m, 6 oKpyze Bu112u 6Au3 Mecme'IKa M10p onycmwzcfl JlemamellbHblU
annapam, U3 Komopozo BblUlJlU J/Ceflmo-JefleHble 'lefloBe'-IKU o mpex uozax u BOCbMU
2JlaJax KaJICOblU. IlaoKC1fl Ha ceucalfUU 6yflb6apHC1fl npecca nocnew.wza o6bfl6Umb ux
npuw.ellblfa.MU U3 KocMoca ... "
(JfJ zaJem)

(0TeJib (cueHapHH): 150).
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In my opinion this epigraph counteracts the effect of surprise by putting the reader on
the right track from the very start. A reader familiar with the earlier works by the Strugatskys
will take the mention of yellow-green manikins in the epigraph as a hint as to how the plot
will develop, and will know that the story will tum out to be about extraterrestrial beings and
not a Doylian detective story at all.

According to Boris Strugatsky, the epigraph was not meant to be more than a joke at
the expense of the official Soviet press:

To, 'lmo Bbr Ha3bl6aeme "npeoucJloeueM" ("KaK coo6Uja10m, e oKpyze BuHzu ... "u
mal< OQ!lee) ecmb HQ Ca.MOM OeJle utymllU6blU ::muzpacjJ, 6blCMeU6QIOUjUU mozoautHUe
MaHepbz coeemcKux o¢ulfUQJibHblX opzaHoe ne'lamu.

(Boris Strugatsky in a personal

letter to the author, 20.6.1998, see Appendix A for the full letter; for translation see
Appendix E)

Towards the end of chapter 2 we are again diverted onto the detective-story trail as the
dinner conversation returns to the "astonishing things": apparently somebody had stolen du
Bamstokr's slippers and placed them in the library the next day; Mrs Moses has seen
somebody staring into her window; Simonet claims he has found mysterious illegible notes in
his technical books. Glebsky tries to demystify the incidents ala Sherlock Holmes:

-Jl OyMa/0, •tmO 3mO utymKU 1<020-mO U3 npucymcmeyiOUjUX, omeemUJI fl.
-CmpaHHQfl MblCJlb, Heooo6pumeJlbHO CKaJQJI Mo3ec.
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-HucKOJlbKO, 603pa3U!1 Jl. -Bo-nep6blX, 60 6CeX 3mUX oeucm6URX He ycMampu6aemcR
HUKaKux UHblX lJe!leu, KpoMe .MucmurjJuKalJUU. Bo-6mopblX, co6aKa eeoem ce6R maK,
CJI06HO 6 ooMe mo!lbKO c6ou. (OTellb: 283)

Later the same night (chapter 3) two more guests arrive: Olaf Andvarafors, who
Glebsky calls a Viking, and a certain Mr Hinkus, a solicitor. The mystery is deepened when
Moses reports his golden watch stolen. This is the first sign of happenings more serious than
the initial "astonishing things" (OTellb: 302).

The genre, at this point, is still uncertain, as this could be one of du Bamstokr's little
tricks. He, for instance, produces a violet out ofGlebsky's buttonhole in the magician's
manner (0Te11h: 274). However, when Glebsky finds an anonymous note in his room,
warning him about the dangerous gangster Hinkus, aka Filin, there can be no more doubt that
he is now involved in a criminal matter and that we are in fact reading a detective story
(0Tellb: 302).

From here on the story moves fast: Glebsky feels in his element and starts
investigating his new case. At the same time he is being developed into a more ludicrous
character: he compares himself to a "hero in a spy novel" (OTellh: 303). He searches Hinkus'
room, but although he finds the stolen watch and a lady's pistol, he comes to the conclusion
that someone else wants to throw suspicion on Hinkus. Even a murder threat probably written
by Filin and found in du Bamstokr's room does not alarm him.

3mo oflfl.mb 6bz!la 3anucKa. KopR6blMU neiJamHblMU 6yK6WI1U, c oprjJo2parftuiJeCKUMU
OUJU6KCJ.MU, ma.M 6blJIO Hanucauo: "Mbl 6QC IIQUiJIU. Jl oep:>~cy 6aC ua MYUJKe. He
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nbtmaumecb 6eJicamb u He oe;wume 2llynocmeu. Cmpe;mmb 6yoy 6e3
npeoynpe:JICoemm.
"(/J ". ,

Cmucuye 3y6a;wu cuzapy,

fl

nepe'lumaJl :Jmo nocJlaHue oea:JICobt u mpu:JICObl.

(0Tenh: 305 - 306)

Suddenly, in the middle of the night, a mysterious one-armed stranger, covered in
snow, bursts into the hotel. More dead than alive, he asks for Olaf Andvarafors, but Glebsky
realises this must be the person Hinkus was waiting for. Earlier on another avalanche had
come down from the mountains, cut the valley off from the outside world (we find here
another frequently used detective story motif- the cut-off crime scene, as in Agatha Christie's
The Mousetrap), and almost buried the one-armed man. When Glebsky goes to the rooftop,
where he suspects Hinkus is still waiting, he only finds a snowman dressed in Hinkus'
clothes. Now he is definitely convinced that Hinkus is planning a crime, although he is still in
the dark as to what kind of crime (OTenh: 322).

At this point the scene is perfectly set for a crime plot. A group of people including a
police inspector, a rather strange hypnotist (under threat of assassination) with his strangely
androgynous nephew/niece, a supposedly dangerous gangster, and a half dead one-armed
stranger - all cut off from the outside world and trapped in a hotel. This is the moment the
Strugatskys choose for the crime to happen. Snevar and Glebsky go to Andvarafors' room to
tell him the stranger is demanding to see him. They find the room locked from inside (yet
another classic detective story motif), but Glebsky manages to force his way in and discovers
the Andvarafors' body:
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OH 6bzfl RBHO u 6e3HaOeJICf/O Mepme. (OTenh: 325)

It would seem that the Strugatskys have deliberately taken such a long time (60 pages
of a total 162) to develop the plot in order to convince the reader that it really is a detective
story.

5.2.

The

anti~hero

investigating

Glebsky immediately starts investigating the murder by interrogating the guests. When
it is Simonet's tum, Glebsky finds him in his room in a state of panic. He had just been to
Olga Moses' room, only to find her dead. The fact that they later find her alive and well does
not make Glebsky suspicious:

-Ho eeOb oHa 6bzfla Mepmea, Jlemep! K.!tRHYCb BaM. 0Ha 6bzfla y6uma, u MQJIO mozo ...
-EpyHOa, CKG3GJI Jl XOJIOOHO. -Bbl 6blflU OMep3UmeJlbHO nbJlllbl. (0TeJih: 340)

He realises that the mystery is too difficult for him to solve (OTeJih: 355), and the
authors let the anti-hero describe his incompetence in his own words:

{. ..} 6Ce liUfflU HUKyOa He BeOym.
[. ..} Hem HU oONozo noOo3peeaeMozo.

{. .. j

HO HUKGKU.'C CJle006 fiG noOOKOfiHUKe, fiUKGKUX CJle006 HG Cllezy, HG KGpHU3e.

(0Tenb: 368)
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Glebsky is not only an incompetent sleuth, but also lacks understanding of human
nature. However, he has an ally in Alec Snevar, the landlord, who is always offering him his
latest hypotheses. Unfortunately, they are not very helpful. For instance, he quite seriously
suggests that the allegedly murdered Olga Moses has come back to life as a kind of zombie.
And when the dog Lei brings in a gun loaded with silver bullets, which he has found outdoors
in the snow, the situation is, again, beyond Glebsky (OTeJih: 385).

5.3.

The clearing up

The Strugatskys carry the ironic image of an utterly incompetent detective to
extremes, when Glebsky accidentally stumbles upon the true background of the story: he still
suspects Hinkus and interrogates him. He intends to get him in a corner. Glebsky bluffs and
tells Hinkus he knows everything and just needs a confession. The intimidated Hinkus comes
out with a bizarre story about his involvement with a gangster boss called the Champion:
Hinkus had been a member of a gang of criminals when someone with almost supernatural
powers, called Beelzebub, joined them. Rumour has it (in gangster circles, that is) that
Beelzebub and his woman have magic powers. Yet they are not allowed to kill, or their
powers would fade. This is why Hinkus is surprised that Olaf was killed all the same. At first
he thought du Barnstokr was Beelzebub in trickster disguise, but he found out later that
Albert Moses is Beelzebub and the incredibly strong woman is his wife Olga. Although he
believes in their powers he does not think they are omnipotent:

OH xomb u KOJIOyH, 110 He zocnoob :>ICe 6oz. Jlemamb, HanpUMep, 011 He yMeem, :;mo
yJic moiJHO U3eecmHo. lfepe3 cmeHbl npoxooumb - moJICe ... Jlpaeoa, eJice!lu
nooyMamb, 6a6a :Jma ezo - UJIU KmO 01/Q maM ecmb - JI1060U 3Q8a.JI M02JIQ 6bl
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paCK06blpRmb 6 06a CIJema. Jlpuco6aiJUJI 6bl

OH

eii 6Mecmo PYK K06WU, KaK y

3KCKa6amopa, u zomo6o OeJlo ... (OTenb: 404)

Thus, we see that in 0TeJ1b the genre is neither straightforward science fiction nor
classic detective story. The fact that the story is, as we learn only in its last part, set in a
universe where aliens exist and space-travel is possible does not mean that the reader
perceives the story as a science fiction story. The authors deliberately mislead the readership
and play with their expectations. Yet, 0Te1lb cannot be said to be a parody of the classic
detective story. At every tum the Strugatskys confound expectation. There may even have
been an element of political thriller, and it is worth mentioning that in a German translation of
0Te1lb- Hotel "Zum Verungli.ickten Bergsteiger" (Strugazki, A. and B., 1988), we find within
Hinkus' confession a most detailed description of the Champion's political background.

5.4.

Digression: the Champion's politicoacriminal background in
Hotel "Zum VerungiUckten Bergsteiger"

In the German version of 0Te1lb Glebsky associates the Champion with "The Blue
Swastika" (which suggests a name for a fascist subversive gang) and the ''bright-eyed
Senator", suggesting his connections to corrupt politicians:

Der Champion, das war doch bestimmt das "Blaue Hakenkreuz ", und das "Blaue
Hakenkreuz" war ganz bestimmt der helliiugige Senator. Eine unruhige Zeit, eine
selfsame Zeit. Niemand kam heutzutage mehr klar, was Politik, was Verbrechen, was
Regierung war. Was konnte da ein ehrlicher Polizist ausrichten? (Strugazki, A. and

B., 1988: 166)
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[The Champion, that must be the "Blue Swastika", and the "Blue Swastika" - that
must be the bright-eyed senator. Troubled times, weird times. Nobody can tell these
days what is politics, what is crime, and what is the government. And what can an
honest policeman do about that?/

This "bright-eyed Senator" is later on named as Goldenwasser, which is German for
"golden water". In this context of ultra-right wheelings and dealings, there can be no doubt
that this is meant to be Barry Morris Goldwater, the US senator at the time of first publication
ofOrenh:

He was the leader of the extreme conservative wing of the Republican party during
the 1950s and 1960s. He ran for president in 1964 but was decisively defeated by
Lyndon B. Johnson. (The Microsoft Bookshelf '95, CD-ROM)

Senator Goldenwasser had ordered the Champion to rob the "Gronheim archives":

-Die Gronheim-Archive?
Ich wuj3te in dieser Sache wenig Bescheid und hatte nie damit gerechnet, daj3
derChampion seine Hand mit im Spiel hatte. Gronheim hatte die umfassendste Kartei
von Nazi- Verbrechern angelegt, die nach neunzehnhundertfiinfundvierzig in unserem
Lande untergetaucht waren. (Strugazki, A. and B., 1988: 172)
[-The Gronheim archives?

3

translation by the author
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I did not know much about this matter and never thought the Champion was involved
in this. Gronheim had started the most comprehensive files on Nazi criminals hiding
in our country since 1945./

Also, the Champion has political motives himself:

Uberhaupt, wenn man bedenkt, dafJ der Champion eigentlich gar kein Champion,
sondern der ehemalige SS-Hauptstunnfiihrer Kurt Schwabach war, der sich bei uns
versteckt hatte ... (Strugazki, A. and B., 1988: 173)

[Anyway, ifyou consider that the Champion is actually not a champion at all, but the
former SS-Hauptsturmfohrer Kurt Schwabach, who was hiding here in our
country ...t

The implication ofhigh profile politicians involved in the cover-up ofNazi crimes
adds a politically explosive dimension to the crime story. I was so intrigued that I wrote a
letter to Boris Strugatsky, and asked him why these passages are missing in the TeKCT edition
of 1995, which has been used for this research. As I had suspected they had been edited out in
order to make the novella less political, I was only the more surprised when I found out the
opposite is true:

/{opozou .Mucmep Husmann I
4
5

dto.
translation by the author
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PoMaH "Omellb

Y IIOFlfElllETO AJlbiilfHlfCTA"

(a6mopcKoe HCI36aHue- ",l(ello

o6 y6uucm6e. EUJe OOHa omxOOHClfl oemeKmU6HOMY JICaHpy ") Ha npomRJICeuuu
ueCKOJlbKUX Jlem no06ep2GllCR ycUJleliliOMY "peOaKmupo6aHWO ". Omeemcm6e1/flb1e
pa6omHUKU pC13Hb1X U30amellbCm6 U peOGKlJUU 6CR'-IeKU 6b1KOptte6b16GllU U3 uezo
"anollumuttuocmb ", a maKJICe cmpacmb nepcoHaJICeu K pacnumwo cnupmHbiX
uanumKo6. B pe3Yllbmame noR6UllOCb HeCKOllbKo peoaKlJUU 3mozo poMaua, 6 moM
'-lUCile c neocjJamucmaMu 6Mecmo zaHzcmepoe u c Kope 6Mecmo zpoza. E!IU:J/Ce 6cezo
K U3HG'-IGJlbHOMY 6apuaHmy mom, ttmo ony6!1UK06au 6 U30amellbCm6e "TeKcm ".

(Boris Strugatsky in a personal letter to the author, 20.6.1998; see Appendix A for full
letter; for translation see Appendix E)

5.5.

The science fiction solution

As far as Inspector Glebsky is concerned the case is solved: Albert and Olga Moses
are dangerous gangsters and belong behind bars. He has Hinkus' full confession but does not
realise that the most burning questions yet remain unanswered:

1. Who killed Olaf Andvarafors and why?
2. Was Olga really killed and revived?
3. How can Albert and Olga Moses' magic powers be explained?
4. Who is the mysterious one-armed Luarvik L. Luarvik and what does he want?
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It is Simonet who does some investigation on his own initiative and finds the answers.
He admits that his solution sounds like science fiction, rather than science, yet, it explains
everything:

-HuKaKux BypiJW1aKo6. HuKaKou MucmuKu. CIVlout1um Hay'lHcm rjJaHmacmuKa. M03ec
- ue 'le!loBeK, uHcneKmop. Tym Haut xoJRuu OKaJWICfl npa6. MoJec u Jlyap6UK - 3mo
ue JeMJIRHe. (OTeJlh: 409)

Of course, Glebsky does not believe a word of it. Although this would explain Albert
and Olga Moses' powers, Glebsky prefers to discard this incredible explanation, in an attempt
to justify his own actions, which are based on ignorance and narrow-minded bureaucracy. It is
obvious by now that he is not after the truth, but merely wants to prove he can do his job
(0Tenh: 41 0).

Simonet gives further explanations: the first people Moses came across after he had
landed on Earth were the above-mentioned gangsters. Since he did not know anything about
life on Earth, the gangsters were easily able to make the alien believe that they were fighting
for a good cause, and then began to exploit him. However, Moses eventually found out the
truth, left the gang and fled. He planned to leave Earth on his spaceship, but an accident
prevented this. Luarvik L. Luarvik turns out to be another alien- a kind of pilot- and Olga
Moses and Olaf Andvarafors are their robots. The accident had created some sort of power
drain for these robots and they had to be recharged by means of portable accumulators. Olaf
did not reach his accumulator (the mysterious suitcase found next to his "body") in time. He
was not murdered at all- he simply ran out of power and needed recharging. Olga had made it
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to her accumulator, which explains why Simonet thought he saw her dead, and alive again a
few moments later.

It is only from this moment on that 0TeJih can be termed a science fiction novella.

Although the whole story is flavoured with all kinds of fantastic motifs (which all tum out to
be either jokes by du Bamstokr, or rumours), the authors have been convincing the reader
step by step that the book is a whodunit, until the very last chapter. And then - when no
realistic explanation (as Glebsky would say) is viable any more- they let the cat out of the
bag and offer us "pure science fiction" as a solution.

5.6.

The moral conflict

Simonet's hypothesis means that all of a sudden Glebsky's case ceases to exist: there
is no murder, because Olaf Andvarafors is not even a living being; and the Moseses are not
gangsters, but victims. Although everything is explained Glebsky remains stubborn and hides
behind his bureaucratic duties (OTeJih: 412).

In the following conversation with Albert Moses, however, we find a trace of a guilty
conscience in Glebsky. After Moses himself explains the situation, Glebsky knows what he
says is true. He just lacks the ability to admit it to anyone but himself (OTeJih: 413), and in the
end, Glebsky lacks the strength and dignity needed to take on responsibility:

-Omcmmtbme 6bl om MeHR. Bee 6bl 6o;rmyHbl. AlleK Ja6omumcfl o ceoeM Jaeeoeuuu, a
6bt,

CUMOH3,

npocmo uHmeJIJleKmy(lJl ua omobzxe ... (OTeJih: 419)
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The Strugatskys deliver their moral message through Snevar: he equates the need to
be ''pmyMubzu" (rational, possessing reason) with the requirements of "coeecmb
'le!loee'lecKaR" (human conscience). If one can still have any sympathy for Glebsky it is

because he does not like the role he is playing. He knows he is a "Me!lKaR cowxa" (small fry),
as Simonet calls him:

[ .. .] lf ziJe-mo ua caM OAt iJoubiUIKe iJywu c!la6o m!le!lo 'lyecmeo o6!le2'1e11UR cumyal(UR 6o!lbUie ue 3aeuce!la om MeHfl, omeemcmeeuuocmb 63fl!lU ua ce6fl iJpyzue.

(OTeJib: 421)

5.7.

The inevitable catastrophe

At first it seems that everything is going to end well: the aliens are given their
accumulator, Olaf is recharged, and they are ready to flee from the Champion (OTeJih: 421 ).
In the end, however, the inevitable happens. As the aliens are skiing through the valley,
towards their spaceship, a helicopter overtakes them and opens fire. They all die in a hail of
bullets (OTeJJb: 422).

This dramatic ending emphasises the consequences ofGlebsky's incompetence. It
shows all too clearly that inactivity or rigid adherence to a certain set of rules- even to the
letter of the law - can be extremely harmful. Being civilised, therefore, means to be able to
discard these rules when necessary, and accepting responsibility. No law can possibly account
for all possible events at all times, which is why rational beings have to apply their own
common sense, combined with a sense of responsibility, to the critical situation in question.
In the case of 0TeJJh, this means showing sympathy for the aliens and letting them escape,
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even though they were criminals in the eyes of the law. Inspector Glebsky lacks the courage
and vision to take responsibility completely and acts in two primitive ways:
1. He does not see that his usual methods of investigation bring no positive results, and that
he is trapped in a restrictive set of rules which are not applicable to an unforeseen
situation.
2. When Simonet offers a perfect explanation (in the sense that everything is explained),
Glebsky instinctively knows what he says is true. Yet he will not admit he was wrong and
take the necessary step that would solve the dilemma. On page 415 he says he is not
authorised to negotiate with vampires and aliens, yet he is only too ready to apply "his"
law to the aliens. This is a much easier way out for him than taking the responsibility for a
humane solution.

In creating a human character less humane than an alien from space the Strugatskys make
a very ironic point. Moses for instance is ready to sacrifice himself in order to save Luarvik L.
Luarvik's life; the aliens have disguised themselves as humans, and to show themselves in
their true form would be very dangerous.

5.8.

The human dimension in the epilogue

In the novella's fifteen chapters Glebsky has been portrayed as a philistine police
inspector. He is stubborn, parochial and unsympathetic. Nevertheless, this character's psyche
is still credible. Whatever action he takes, Glebsky knows secretly he is wrong and feels
ashamed. In the epilogue, this feeling of shame is manifested at three different levels:
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1. Superficial denial: this is relatively unimportant for the message of the storyGlebsky tells the story to his grandchildren and glosses things over when it comes
to the end:

C mex nop npouuw 6oJlbULe o6aolJamu Rem. Born YJICe zoo, KaK R 6 omcma6Ke. Y
MeHR 6HYKU, U R U11020Q paCCKQ3bl6Q10 MJlQOULeHbKOU ::Jmy ucmopwo. Jlpa60Q, 6 MOUX
paCCKQ3QX OHQ 6Cezoa KOHttaemCR 6JW20nOJlY'IHO." npumeJlblfbl 6Jla20nOllY'IHO
om6bt6a10m ooMoii 6 C6oeu c6epKa10UJeii paKeme, a 6auoy lfeMnuoua 6Jlazonollyttuo
3QX6Qmbl6aem nooocne6ULQR nOJlUlfUR. (0TeJTb: 423)

2. Self justification: after twenty years, part of Glebsky still needs to justify what he
has done. He had always been backed up by the authorities and he has retired from
his job with a good pension, but he realises that there is also another dimension to
the incident, namely, moral standards:

[. .. } Muozo-Muozo pm 60 6peMR cKyttubzx oe:J~Cypcm6, 60 6peMR oouuoKux npozyRoK u
npocmo 6ecCOHHblMU HO'IQ.MU R oyMaJl 060 6CeM CJlY'IU6ULeMCR U 3QOQ6QJl ce6e
mollbKO oouu 6onpoc: npa6 R 6blll UJlU uem? [. ..} Kozoa npu 6olle3HU y MeHR
noouUMaemcR meMnepamypa, R CH06Q u CH06Q 6UJ/CY 6 6peoy 3mO OUKOe,
HetteJl06e'leCKOe 3pellUUJe u CJlblULY JleOeHRUJUU oymy C6UCm u KJleKom ... Hem,
rjJopMaJlbHO 6Ce o60ULJlOCb. (0TeJTb: 425)

3. The truly guilty conscience: it is only when Glebsky asks himself why he feels
really bad, although he has done everything according to the law, that he comes
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close to the truth. He has never admitted to anybody but to himself that he was
wrong:

Coeecmb y MeNR 60JIUm, eom e 'leM oe!lo. Hw<.o20a co MNOU maKoco He 6bl!IO: ece
Oe!IGJI npaBUJlbNO, 11ucm nepeo 6ocoM, JaKONOM u moOb.MU, a coBecmb 6o!lum. 11Nocoa
Mlle cmaN06UmCR C06CeM nJIOXO, U Mlle XO'IemCR NaUmU K020-NU6yOb U3 IIUX U
npocumb, 11mo6bz 011u npocmww MeliR. (Orenb: 426)

This quiet contrition is sympathetically portrayed. Glebsky is only human after all. He
made a mistake which he could not iron out. He suffers terribly from pangs of conscience, but
there is no-one left alive to absolve him. The aliens are dead and Simonet, the only person
who fully understood what was going on, died during an expedition in the Bottleneck Valley
mountains. He wanted to find proof of the aliens' visit and publicise them. Glebsky and
Simonet have met several times since that incident, but Simonet has never said a word to
Glebsky. It is Simonet's contempt for his lack of empathy as well as the contempt for his
unforgivingness that make him suffer. Glebsky's wife tries her best to comfort him, yet in
vain (OTenb: 427).

5.9.

Conclusion

0Tellb is a science fiction novella, according to the definitions given in chapter 2. In
my opinion, it does not really matter that the readership realises this only in the last chapter
(except for readers familiar with other Strugatsky works, who might have found a clue in the
little epigraph in some versions of 0Tenb; see 5.1.). The novella is set in a fictional
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environment, or a fictional universe in which extraterrestrial life-forms do exist and visit
Earth.

It would be insufficient, though, to argue that 0TeJib is science fiction only from this

rather formal point of view. The motif of aliens is not only an astonishing science fiction
twist at the end after an apparent crime plot has been developed. If, hypothetically, there
really had been a murder with aliens turning out to be the murderers, OTeJib would in fact be a
crime novella. The alien characters are not merely a science fiction gimmick to break the
detective story convention or to satisfY the Strugatsky-fandom; the authors are rather making
a very strong point about moral standards, about what is humane - and who could be more
suitable as victims of a narrow-minded philistine police inspector than innocent
extraterrestrial creatures?

0Tenb works on various artistic levels. Unique in the Strugatskys' fictional works, the
crime plot is carefully developed and takes up the bulk of the book, and the novella reads for
most of the time as a detective story jazzed up with motifs similar to Arthur Conan Doyle's
Sherlock Holmes stories. 0TeJlh is also full of little mysteries (Moses' golden watch and du
Barnstokr's slippers disappeared), uncanny sujets (the seemingly androgynous Brun) and
gothic motifs (Olga turning into a Zombie).

We realise early on that Glebsky, with his all too conventional methods, is not up to
the case. Therefore, we watch him gradually making a fool out of himself and relish the
scathing irony the Strugatskys use to expose his efforts at detection as an example of
unintellectual police methodology. In no other work has the theme of the anti-hero been
developed as fully as in 0Tenh.
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0Tenb also stands out from other Strugatsky works of science fiction. If we compare
0Tenb with CTa)l(epbi, we find that science fiction in CTa)l(epbi is the vehicle that carries the
moral message. In 0Tenb, however, this is not the case. Here, science fiction itself has a
meaning. This meaning is understandable to Simonet's open mind, which is able to accept the
unlikely truth. He is not as narrow-minded as Glebsky. Therefore, he is able to to solve the
puzzle and explain what does not make the slightest bit of sense to Glebsky. This truth only
comes out at the very end of the book as a revelation.

The main moral issue which the authors address in 0Tenb is the sense of
responsibility. The protagonist fails, because he is not ready to accept his responsibility. This
leads to devastating results: the aliens are shot, and pangs of conscience make Glebsky suffer
even twenty years after the incident. The genre of science fiction is used here to create the
picture of a threshold the protagonist had to cross. This threshold cannot be regarded as a
metaphor; it is, on the contrary, realistic, albeit improbable. In theory, anyone could encounter
aliens any time. Only a scientifically open mind would save us from going insane and
encourage us to make a leap of faith in order to accept something extremely unlikely.
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6.

The functions of science fiction since 1961

There are genre similarities as well as differences in CTa)l(ephi and 0TeJ1h. From a
formal point of view one could easily argue that both, like all of the other Strugatsky novels
and novellas, are science fiction (or "HayLJHmi cpaHTaCTHKa", as the authors would say).
However, the interesting question is, for what reasons they chose the genre of science fiction
to deliver (or rather encode) their messages, since this genre seems to serve various different
functions within their own oeuvre.

In this chapter I shall attempt a comparison of CTa)l(epbi and 0TeJ1h regarding their
genre and its functions, in order to highlight how important the right choice of genre is for the
Strugatskys. In addition, I will outline how these functions have changed since the publication
of CTa)l(epbi.

Due to the formal restrictions to this thesis, I shall only deal with the periods from
1961 - 1964 and from 1964 - 1968 (the second and third phases postulated by Martin Weber;
see p.18) in the latter part of this chapter.

6.1.

CTa>Kepbl and 0Tellb "Y norH6wero AnbnHHHCTa" ·a
comparison

CTa)l(ephi is set in a futuristic universe. Nevertheless, this setting is realistic in the
sense that the same values are valid as in our "here-and-now" universe. It has been created by
the authors in order to provide an alienated setting (the future; space; Mars) for an adventure
story, in which bold cosmonauts are still recognisably human beings. In outer space, the
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heroes' ethics seem even more human than in a non-science fiction story. Science fiction
works here on two different levels:

1. It provides a setting for an adventure story in space - a "space opera". This background
gives the authors an excuse for creating playfully entertaining images of photon rockets
and flying leeches.
2. It works as an amplifier for moral values. Since the setting is extremely alien, anything
human must stand out even more than in a physically more realistic environment. A motif
containing a moral dilemma, for instance, can be presented in a more isolated way, so that
the reader can focus on it.

The functions of science fiction in OreJib are different. Here, we find a fictional but
credible and realistic setting. The reader is led to believe till the last chapter that OreJib is a
detective story. All the other motifs of different genres (horror motifs; images of the
supernatural) conform to the tradition of the detective story. Unlike in CTa)l(epbi, the fact that
we are in a "science fiction universe" (where aliens are on our planet) comes as a surprising
revelation. Whereas in CTa)l(epbi the story, in which an ethical issue is developed, is set in
space right from the beginning, the science fiction motif in 0TeJib bears meaning itself. The
reader has the "aha-experience" the anti-hero fails to have, as soon as the genre "switches"
from detective story to science fiction and the reader suspends disbelief in the aliens. Without
the science fiction solution Simonet offers us, nothing that has happened in the apparent
murder case makes sense. Therefore Glebsky, by refusing to open his mind, must fail. In other
words, the story does not heighten our awareness of the importance of accepted morality, but
prepares us to take responsibility for breaking old rules if these no longer seem to accord with
reason and conscience.
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Both in CTmKephi and 0TeJih we find a mixture of genres. In CTa)Kephi we have "The
tale of the gigantic fluctuation" (see 4.3.), a little episode embedded in the rest of the story
and of a different genre (fantasy). It seems as if the Strugatskys needed to break away from
the structure of their story, which is restricted by science fiction conventions: credibility and
scientific explanation. In a way they step beyond these boundaries and have fun by
embedding this absurd fantasy tale in an otherwise rational narrative. The technique of letting
one of the "real" characters (Zhilin) tell the story is a neat trick by which the authors make
sure the credibility of their created universe is not threatened.

In 0TeJih the mixture is different: the genre suddenly switches from crime to science
fiction. Although the protagonist refuses to believe in the existence of aliens, for the reader
(who has realised Glebsky is not up to the case because of his narrow-mindedness) the
perception of the whole universe suddenly changes. This shows that the Strugatskys exploit
genre for a specific purpose, be it for entertainment's sake or, as in OTeJih, to create an
allegory for a flexible mind.

The most important idea CTa)l(epht and 0TeJib have in common is the moral dilemma
at the end. In CTa)Kepht two brilliant scientists sacrifice their own lives for the sake of a
discovery. They are killed in the attempt to explore what they think is an alien artefact,
leaving their beloved ones behind, and a space apprentice who, astonishingly, has a more
mature attitude towards life. A profound question is raised: "What are the most important
things in life?" In 0TeJih an ignorant and unsympathetic police inspector messes up
mankind's first contact with intelligent extraterrestrial beings, who tum out to be more
humane and willing to make sacrifices than himself. Philip K. Dick wrote several novels and
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short stories about the same topic, which he calls "his grand theme". In a comment on his
short story Second Variety he explains:

My grand theme - who is human and who only appears (masquerades) as human? emerges most fully. Unless we can individually and collectively be certain ofthe
answer to this question, we face what is, in my view, the most serious problem
possible. Without answering it adequately, we cannot even be certain of ourselves. I
cannot even know myself, let alone you. So I keep working on this theme; to me
nothing is as important a question. And the answer comes very hard.
(Dick, 1990:490- 491)

In Dick's Second Variety soldiers in a future war face android killing machines, who

look exactly like human beings. In order to distinguish between them and living beings, the
men have to ask themselves constantly what is human. In 0TeJib we find a similar sujet: we
ask ourselves what is ethically humane. We are not looking for a biological identity, but for
moral truth. Of course, it is possible to effect such a search by means of other genres. Science
fiction, however, allows the author to create as it were a sterile setting for experiment, to
focus on one specific question and treat one isolated dilemma at a time.

6.2.

The 1960s

In my opinion, the decade starting with CTa:/Kephi and ending with 0Tenh marks the
most creative period of the Strugatskys' literary life. After writing CTruKephi in 1961 and
completing their first, ideologically positive utopian phase, they took a new tum. CTa)l(epbi
ends with images of doubt about the utopian future, which has been depicted throughout that
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first phase. The veteran cosmonauts Yurkovsky and Krutikov are killed in an attempt to
explore something which they think is extraterrestrial; so Zhilin comes to his conclusion that
the most important things are on Earth. This foreshadows a much bleaker and ultimately
pessimistic prevailing mood.

6.2.1.

1961 -1964

6.2.1.1.

nonbiTKa K 6erCTBY (Escape Attempt)
and llaneKaH PaAvra (Far Rainbow)

Within one year the Strugatskys produced the two novellas ITonhiTKa and Panyra,
which do not necessarily conflict with the ethics of the first phase. However, they examine
them from a different angle.

There is a strong shift in their views on scientific progress. This does not mean that
the Strugatskys changed their minds and are now disillusioned with science and technology.
On the contrary, in my opinion, what is being conveyed is that scientists should be more
responsible and aware of the consequences of their experiments. In Panyra scientists do largescale physical experiments on a distant planet called PaiJyza (Rainbow). Only "zerophysicists" (experimenting with the transmission of matter without moving it, called "zerotransmission") and their families live on the planet. Too late, the audacious physicists realise
a disastrous side-effect- a huge black wave which destroys everything in its way while it
surrounds the whole planet. This motif can be interpreted as a warning against nuclear
weapons, since it was still widely believed in the 1960s that a large-enough atom bomb could
trigger off an unstoppable chain reaction and destroy our whole planet. However, the
Strugatskys do not content themselves with this warning. They also create a more agonising
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parable: there is time left for the scientists to send one spaceship off the planet. They are now
faced with the ultimate dilemma- should they save the knowledge they have gained from
their research, or should they save selected lives? In the end they decide to fill the spaceship
with the children who live on the planet. The scientists realise that the most valuable thing for
them is neither progress nor their own lives, but life itself- their children's future.

Whereas science fiction often aims at presenting a problem in an encoded and abstract
form, in Panyra it is unusually manifest. The powerful image of the black wave leaves the
reader with a strong sense of fear of either reckless research or nuclear weapons, or both. We
therefore regard Pa.uyra as a typical example of poMaH-npe.uynpe)I(,UeHHe- a warning novel.

In TionbiTKa the outlook on technology and society is even more pessimistic. Anton,
space pilot, and Vadim, so-called structural linguist, decide to go on holiday on another
planet. They are joined by a stranger called Saul, who pretends to be a historian and offers to
assist them on their journey. The opening of the story is good-humoured, and serves as a
contrast to the harsh reality of their holiday domicile, the planet Saul (they name the so far
un-mapped planet after the stranger): a brutal caste of CmpaJICHUKU (Guardians) and warriors
rule over the JlpecmynHuKu (Criminals), the rest of the population, by means of high-tech
weaponry.

This picture serves the Strugatskys in two different ways. Firstly, it expresses their
doubt that a technically highly developed society is necessarily just. The Criminals are
mercilessly exploited, suppressed, and forced to "keep the engines moving"(TionhiTKa: 80).
Nobody, not even the Guardians, know how the machines work or even who builds them.
However, their control over the Criminals is absolute. They force them to find out how to
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work the machines by trial and error (sticking their heads into holes or reaching into running
engines), even if it costs them their life (TionbiTKa: 80). In my opinion, this is a powerful way
of showing how science and technology may be misused to serve tyranny and harm the
essence of life (Marsh, 1986: 228). Strong, anti-utopian images are used to warn us of a future
based on unethical use of technology in the tradition of warning novels.

Secondly, the heroes find themselves confronted with their own (human) history.
There have been similarly totalitarian times in Earth's past, and here they are re-viewed from
an outsider's angle through the heroes' eyes. In this respect TionbiTKa resembles a historical
novel.

6.2.1.2.

Tpy,gHo 6b1Tb 6oroM (Hard to Be a God)

According to Suvin, TionbiTKa can also be seen as a preliminary sketch for Tp)')].HO
6biTb 6oroM, which presents history as a cul-de-sac (Suvin, 1979: 66). Tp)')].HO 6biTb 6oroM is
a more detailed description of a constantly scheming and intriguing feudal regime. The
foregrounded adventure story (half medieval cloak-and-dagger, half science fiction) makes it
a more organic book, and it is still one of the most popular works of science fiction in Russia.
However, the foundation of the main idea of TpynHo 6hiTh 6oroM is laid in TionhiTKa,
namely, that any outside interference with a society's struggle in history is futile. In the end it
is up to the individual within a society to overcome the enemy within this society and to
change history's course. The attempts of the Earth heroes in both novellas to fight the unjust
systems fail. In TionhiTKa Saul turns to his "scorcher" and destroys some of the Guardians'
tanks. Rumata, the protagonist in Tp)')].HO 6hiTb 6oroM (who is a member of a group of
scientists in a spaceship in orbit around a distant planet, observing the medieval unjust society
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from there) reaches for his sword in order to save some "good" people, namely friends, a
scientist, innocent people, from being killed in a brutal civil war. In both cases, the heroes
find it impossible to hold up the course of history. Saul in OonhiTKa sums it up in most
succinctly:

-[. .. ]A 3Haeme 6bl, •tmo maKoe ucmopUR? 3mo cCJMo tte!lo6ettecmeo! H He!lb3R
nepe!lO.MUmb xpe6em ucmopuu u He nepe!lO.MUmb xpe6em tte!loeettecmBy.

(OonhiTKa: 84)

It is the framework of a science-fiction setting and plot which allows the protagonists

of TpyllHO 6hiTh 6oroM to scrutinise a whole society, as the orbiting spaceship receives their
audio/video-signals from the planet's surface through video cameras built into their eyes. This
enables the reader to judge a whole civilisation at once- "live"- and take part in the mental
experiment the authors have set up.

6.2.1.3.

XlitlllHble eem1r1 eeKa (Predatory Things of Our Time)

Where OonbiTKa, Panyra, and Tp)I.IlHO 6biTh 6oroM have strong anti-utopian elements,
Bem11 goes one step further towards sociological criticism by spicing up anti-utopian images
with satirical overtones. The Merriam-Webster's Online Dictionary (1Oth Edition) 6 defines
satire as "a literary work holding up human vices and follies to ridicule or scorn".

6

lntemet document URL: http://www.m-w.com/cgi-bin/dictionary?book=Dictionary&va=satire;
accessed: 3. August 2004
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Ivan Zhilin, the engineer of the Takhmasib, returns to Earth and to what he called "the
most important things" in CTa)l(epbi. The world has finally got rid of wars, famines and other
scourges of mankind. In a conversation with a Doctor Opir, Zhilin lets his over-optimistic
effusion, reminiscent of Huxley's Brave New World, wash over him, but stays critical of a
society enjoying zpe3o2eHepamopbl (dream manipulators) and HeupocmUMy;mmopbl
(neurostimulators). (BewH: 310)

Exploitation has disappeared, but private ownership still exists in some countries. One
of those is the cmpaHa oypaKoe (country of the fools) somewhere in Europe, where mankind
encounters a new danger- C!lez (translated as "slug")- a powerful drug, which provides
perfect happiness for everyone. This sujet had also been introduced in Brave New World.
Huxley describes an anti-depressant drug (soma) which replaces religion and makes it easier
for workers to endure their emotional repression. Zhilin is charged by the UN Security
Council with finding out who produces "slug", how it is distributed, and, above all, why a
society in which all demands are satisfied free of charge (free clothing, food, toys, books, etc.)
should want a new drug in addition to alcohol and narcotics. He learns that "slug" is the
ultimate drug in the sense that it completely satisfies the mind. To this society of fools which
has become utterly bored and sated with life it appears to be just as dangerous as war and
famine. The side-effects (for example death by nervous exhaustion) are insignificant
compared to serious sociological problems: in a state of total satisfaction the drug users feel
they have no problems which need solving. This stasis of the mind results in the rise of
gangster syndicates who attack whole cities in order to appropriate the profits to be had from
the new drug. The police and the rest of the population are too passive to defend themselves
against the gangsters. Society is plunged into chaos- war and destruction (the "predatory
things of our age") once again devastate the country.
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Zhilin does not find any satisfying answers. The book ends with Zhilin's decision to
stay in the country of fools until the problem is solved once and for all.

The questions the Strugatskys raise in BemH are ofphilosophical nature:
1. Does the bourgeois ideology of satisfying everyday needs and providing a certain level of
luxury lead to spiritual death?
2. Does it really matter whether a country is devastated by war or by its own abundance?

In a scientific laboratory, scientists create perfect conditions and eliminate the
unwanted effects of a natural environment. They are then able to focus on the conditions
relevant to their research. In science fiction in general, and specifically in BerrlH, the authors
conduct a philosophical thought experiment. The motif of a perfect drug is hardly realistic.
Yet, it is an important part of an invented society in the test tube of science fiction.

With BemH, the second phase of the Strugatskys' works ends. Their utopian views on
science and technology of the first phase have been revised and they have proceeded into the
new field of sociology. By depicting the complex dynamics of history, they come to the
conclusion that the course of history cannot be changed by an outsider. Therefore, it is the
man or woman within society (i.e. every single individual) who is responsible and must not
rely on, or hope for, help from the outside.

The Strugatskys are tackling the question of the individual's responsibility in Soviet
society. It is the element of alienation supplied by science fiction which enables them to do
this so effectively and circumvent censorship. Their works cannot be reduced to one country
or culturo-historical event. There is no doubt that the genre of science fiction is a powerful
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tool for focusing on major issues in society and, at the same time, setting something down in
terms which have a general applicability. In Tpy,uHo 6biTh 6oroM the authors are criticising
the concepts of religion and imperialism, and in BemH they are criticising a consumerist I
capitalist Western world and warning Soviet society against putting too much effort into
achieving a degree of prosperity.

6.2.2.

1964-1968

The tongue-in-cheek style is the most remarkable feature of the books written between
1964 and 1968. It reaches its peak with the Privalov cycle, consisting of TioHenenhHHK and
TpoiiKa. The authors' sheer lust for jokes based on ancient Russian folk-tale motifs, paired
with the ironizing of pseudo-science and bureaucracy make the Privalov cycle in my opinion
one of the funniest works of fantastic literature, along with Mikhail Bulgakov' s novel MacTep
H MaprapHTa.

6.2.2.1.

noHeAeJ1bHHK Ha\.IHHaeTCH

B

cy660TY

(Monday Begins on Saturday)

TioHenenhHHK is the first part of the Privalov cycle, which is in turn the central part of
the third phase in the Strugatskys' works. TioHenenhHHK is a novella in three successive parts,
and the novella Tpoi1Ka reads as the fourth and concluding part of the cycle.

In the first part of TioHenenbHHK, "CyeTa BOKpyr JlHBaHa" (Vanity around the Divan),

Alexander Privalov travels through the North of European Russia. He takes along two
hitchhikers in his car who, in turn, arrange accommodation for him in a wooden hut,
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belonging to the Research Institute for Magic and Sorcery, where they are employed. This is
the starting point for a series of jokes with Russian folk-tale motifs: the hut stands on chicken
legs and the landlady turns out to be no other than the legendary Baba Yaga - the old witch in
Slavonic mythology who is said to be the devil's grandmother who eats small children
(Warner, 2002: 73); Privalov encounters the Talking Cat and the Pike who, according to
folklore, grants three wishes and who give Privalov a coin (which gets him into trouble later
on, since it returns to him after he has spent it); he takes a telephone message for Naina
Kievna Gorynych (aka Baba Yaga), an invitation to the annual meeting of republicans, which
is nothing else but a witches' Sabbath which takes place on the "Bald Mountain", the
witches' traditional meeting-place, at midnight.

The absurdity of these jokes, the witches, and all the other motifs deriving from
folklore recall Mikhail Bulgakov's MacTep H MaprapHTa and the main character Woland's
adventures. However, they are insignificant in comparison with the second part, "CyeTa cyeT"
(Vanity ofVanities) 7 , and the third part, "Bc.SI'IecKa.SI cyeTa" (All Kinds ofVanity). These
titles are references to Ecclesiastes in the Old Testament of the Bible- the book in which man
speculates about life, which he declares, if it is devoted to earthly things, is vanity:

C!loea EKKllecuacma, CblT-ta J{aeuooea, IJapR e HepycGJIUMe.
Cyema cyem, CKQ3QJI EKKllecuacm, cyema cyem, - ece cyema!

7

Both the Russian and the English title are translations from the Hebrew; this title was found in: Scofield, Rev.
C. l. (ed.) (1917): Holy Bible: Ecclesiastes, Oxford University Press, American branch, New York, p.696. The
section mentioned reads in English as follows:
The words of the Preacher, the son of David, king in Jerusalem.
Vanity of vanities, saith the Preacher, vanity of vanities; all is vanity.
What profit hath a man of all his labour which he taketh under the sun?
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T..fmo nollb3bl •JeJloeeKy om ecex mpyiJoe e2o, KomopblMU mpyiJumcR ou noiJ collHlfeM?

(BH6mu1: Km1ra EKKJiecMacTa, HJIH IlponoBenHMKa: 666)

These chapters include caustic side-swipes at modem-day charlatanism in the
Research Institute for Magic and Sorcery, with its pseudo-scientists (or so-called magicians)
and false pretences. This tour de force of the satirical grotesque, which unsparingly exposes
materialism and consumerism, has a biblical subtext, as the chapter titles indicate. We have
already seen in Ber.u11 that the Strugatskys are fond of satire. In IloHeneJibHHK, however, the
style of commentary is extremely entertaining in its snideness, and, much like Bulgakov when
he was writing MacTep

11

MaprapHTa, the authors abandon all former affiliations with

socialist realism. There is, for instance, Professor Ambrosy Ambruasovych Vybegallo, who
does research into happiness. He makes three anthropoid models: the first one is a completely
unhappy man who dies after a few days of dragging out his miserable existence. The second
one is only materialistically unhappy and achieves a state of happiness by eating huge
amounts of herring heads. With the third one the experiment finally gets out of control: the
universally happy man grabs and eats everything around him in order to stay happy. When he
threatens to eat up the whole cosmos and make time stop in order to stay perfectly happy for
ever, the mad scientists can only stop him by means of advanced magic - they unleash a
terrible jinni who finally destroys this monster.

In IloHe}leJibHHK The Strugatskys use science fiction devices as omnipotent tools.

Anything goes; anything can be invented, cast a spell over, or spirited away. In the case of
IloHeneJihHHK this assumption is not just for amusement. It also provides the authors with
scenarios rich in opportunity to expose ruthless scientists as charlatans. Professor Vybegallo
poses as a scientist in charge of man's welfare, but he only has his own profit in mind (proof
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for this assumption is the fact that his "ideal" anthropoid models resemble his person).
Vybegallo's research is nothing more than the spouting of communist cliches by which he
tries to hide his incompetence. Vybegallo is the embodiment of institutionalised useless
science that has lost touch with reality.

The third part also includes a chapter which can be read as a spoof of H. G. Wells'
Time Machine. Privalov, who has managed to get a job at the Institute as computer
programmer, is asked to test the newly designed time machine. This one, however, will not
take him to another real time, but to a fictional one, as described in literature:

-[. . .] Bam :Jma pyllb. Bam :Jma neOGJlb ClfenJieHUR. c peGllbHacmbiO. 3ma mapMa3.

A

:Jma ca3. Bbl aemaMa6Wlb eaoume? Hy u npeKpacHa! Bam KJIQBUU1Q... Bbl KyOa
xamume- e 6yOyUJee WIU e npaUJJwe? ..
-B 6yoyUJee, CKa:JGJI R.

-A, npaU3Hec aH, KaK MHe naKa:JGJlacb, pa3aiJapaemma. -B anucbzeaeMae 6yOYUJee ...
3ma, 3Ha'lum, ecRKue ma111 ifyaHmacmuiJecKue paMaHbl u ymanuu. KaHeiJHa, ma:J/Ce
uHmepecHa. Ta!lbKa yiJmume, :Jma 6yOYUJee, HaeepHae, oucKpemHa, mQ./11, Oall:JICHa
6blmb, azpaMHble npa6Gllbl epeMeHU, HUKQKUMU aemapQ.MU He 3QnaJIHeHHble.
BnpaiJeM, ece paeHa ... [. .. }

(OoHe.ueJJbHHK: 13 7)

The authors have claimed H. G. Wells as one oftheir favourite science fiction writers,
and - apart from the above-mentioned homage to The Time Machine - they pay their tribute to
Wells in another novella: HawecTBHe (see 6.2.2.3.). However, the Strugatsky novellas are
much lighter in tone, and Wells' darker anti-utopias are rendered with humour, thus
illustrating their fondness for coupling dystopias with satire.
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6.2.2.2.

YJJ11YlTD<a Ha

cKnoiHe (Snai! On tlhle Slope)

After the Strugatskys are done with science, they change direction again. With
YJIHTKa they have created a piece of work of almost unsurpassed bleakness. YJIHTKa is a
novella in two relatively independent but interlocking parts, named after the protagonists
Pepper (translated here from the Russian nepeu) and Kandid. This name, of course, alludes to
Voltaire's Candide and suggests the character's sincerity of expression and openness, free
from any prejudice. It also serves as an indirect reference to Voltaire himself, thus suggesting
that YmtTKa is a satire of unjust arbitrariness 8 . However, the techniques by which the
Strugatskys achieve this are more Kafkaesque than Voltairian.

Providing the setting for YJIHTKa is the only obvious function of science fiction here.
The plot is rather short on action, and most of the book deals with the protagonists'
nightmarish experiences in an extremely estranged world. Both parts of the novella are set on
a foreign planet which is completely overgrown by a swampy forest. The Pepper part is set on
a plateau on a hill, overlooking the forest, while the Kandid part is set within this forest.
These two different perspectives, a bird's eye and a worm's eye, suggest that the forest itself
is the authors' focus of interest.

Science fiction often serves as a set of filters through which the "normal" is seen. For
example, in nonhiTKa and Tpyp,Ho 6biTb 6oroM we see our history through the filter of an

8

There is yet another possible interpretation of the name: the genus of the Candida are yeastlike pathogenic
imperfect fungi; however, it is doubtful that the authors had this meaning in mind; we can assume that it is a
coincidence that Kandid -a fungus- is stranded in a world of fungi. Source: The Microsoft Encarta 96
Encyclopedia.
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alienated world. The "normal" is the heroes' ethics which we can either question or identify
with . In the case of YJUITKa, these filters present a picture which is distorted to such an extent
that the "normal" seems alien in the utterly hostile environment of the forest. Apart from trees
there are masses of poisonous fungi growing everywhere. Nothing seems to last long, because
everything simply rots or changes into something else. The undergrowth is crawling with
vermin, and there is a variety of dangerous beasts, such as the "cloaca":

/(;waKa Uf.eHWWCb. Ha ee rmocKue 6epeza HemepnellU6blMU cyoopo:JICHblMU
mOJl'lKa~u

OOUH 3Q opy2UM cmaJIU U36epzambCR o6py6KU 6e!leC020, 3bl6Ko

630pazu6al0Uf.e2o mecma, oHu 6ecnoMOUf.HO u c!leno Kamwzucb no 3eM!le, nomoM
3~UpaJIU, CYUl10Uf.U6QJIUCb, 6blmR2U6QJIU ocmopO:JICHble JIO:JICHO-HO:JICKU U 60pyz

Ha'lUHaJIU 06U2ambcR ocMblCJleHHO - eUf.e cyem!lu6o, eUf.e mbz'laCb, 110 y:JICe 6 oOHOM
Hanpa6!1eHuu, pm6peOQflCb u cmaJIKU6QflCb, 110 6ce 6 OOHOM Hanpa6!leHuu, no oOHOMY
paouycy om MamKu, 6 3apoc!lu, npo'lb, ooHou meKy'leu 6e!lecou KolloHuou, KaK
UCnOJIUHCKUe MeWK06Qmble CJIU3Hen000611ble Mypa6bU ... (YIIHTKa: 95)

There are native people living in this horror world, but they lead a rather vegetable
existence. There is no work to be done, or any distraction from their painful existence. On the
contrary, they live in constant fear of the Mepm6RKU (zombies- walking dead with homicidal
tendencies).

Kandid lands in this forest only by accident: his helicopter crashes into the forest and
he is saved by the local people, who call him Mo!l'lYH (the mute), because at first he cannot
understand nor speak their language. He lives with a girl called Nava who takes care of him,
but he wants to get out of the village and get back to the "Administration"- the above-
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mentioned part of the world above the forest. This Administration (the Russian term is made
up by the authors: "ooep:JICaHue", a noun formed from the verb ooep:JICamb- "to gain the
upper hand") is the background for the Pepper part of the novella. The Administration is
responsible for "forest study and exploitation", but is in fact totally absorbed in
administrating itself. The Administration is a bureaucratic monster which has lost touch with
its purpose. Its members are therefore unable to understand the forest. Pepper's strongly
Kafkaesque story is an attempt to understand the Administration with all its statutes, which
are in incomprehensible bureaucratic gibberish (cf. following passage in chapter 10: "flpoeKT
,ll,HpeKTHBbi o npHBHeceHHH

nop~J:,JJ,Ka")

and are constantly changing their meaning.

Everything is expressed in a roundabout way:

-f..Jmo npoucxooum? cnpocUJI JlepelJ.
- f..Jmo nollazaemcR, mo u npoucxooum, CKG3aJl cmapuK, e11e3an11o nocypoeee.
-JlpoUCXOOUm nOJlO:JICeHUe 3G HOMepOM uteCmbCOm CeMbOeCflm nflmb Op06b Jlezac.
To ecmb no6ez.
-KaKotl no6ez? OmKyoa?
-KaKou no!lazaemcR no no!lo:JICeHUIO, maKou u no6ez, cKmaJl cmapuK, Ha'IUHaR
cnycKambcfl no !lecmHUlJe.

(YnHTKa: 143)

Pepper suffers from not understanding anything that is happening around him:

Jl :JICUey, 6UJICY U He nOHUMGIO, fl :JICUBY 6 MUpe, KOmOpblU Kmo-mo npuoyMaJl, He
3ampyouueutucb o6oRcuumb ezo MHe, a Mo:JICem 6blmb, u ce6e. TocKa no
nOHUAWHUIO, eopyz nooyMaJl Jlepelj. Born 'leM fl 6o!leH - mOCKOU no nOHUMaHUIO.

(Y JlHTKa: 99)
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The overall title is an image of the uncertainties ofknowing: humanity climbs towards
knowledge as a snail climbs a mountain (Clute and Nicholls, 1995).

The manifold imagery ofYmiTKa resists a conclusive interpretation. The collage of
details, each of which appeal to the readers' emotions and their own experience with red tape
and its arbitrariness, is often more mysterious than clear, more atmospheric than concrete.
However, Suvin suggests the rough outline is obvious:
1. Both Kandid and Pepper are intellectuals. They try to communicate, yet they suffer from
the lack of response. They both yearn to understand a world in which they are outsiders,
but removing the obstacles to understanding is beyond their control. Their positions in
their particular societies, however, are different. Pepper hates the Administration of which
he is part, because it is incomprehensible and does not make sense to him. Kandid, on the
other hand, is saved by the villagers and accepted in their society. He even climbs the
social ladder from being a strange mute to a slightly mad "holy fool" when he saves the
people from the .MepnumKu (Suvin, 1979: 71 ).

2. The Administration appears to be just that, although it is depicted in the most satirical
way: a bureaucratic institution which gained, by a stroke of genius in the past, almost
absolute power, after which it no longer cared for its original responsibilities or the people
in its charge. Its sole purpose has become self-preservation. It is this scathing portrayal of
administration which prevented YJJHTKa from being published in its intended form
(including both parts) until1988, since both Russian and Western critics did not hesitate
to interpret the oderzhanie as the Soviet administration (see quote from the critic Lebedev
in: Suvin, 1979: 73). After the Kandid part was published in the magazine EatiKaJJ in
1968, the editorial board was dismissed (Marsh, 1986: 231 ). In 1980, Bantam Books
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editors went over the top (in the opinion ofthe Russian Copyright Office) by providing
their publication The Snail on the Slope with a blurb which implied the Strugatskys had
anti-Soviet intentions:

"Because of an inaccuracy in the cover copy of the Bantam edition of SNAIL ON THE
SLOPE, Bantam has decided to withdraw the book from distribution out of concern
for the authors until the cover can be corrected. " The book carries a cover blurb
which states the authors "are now in disfavour with the Soviet government for the
bold, outspoken ideas expressed in this novel". (seen in: Locus, 1980: 1)

3. The people living in the forest represent the masses of a society unaware of the
controlling powers. Although the villagers have no knowledge of their own history and
Kandid cannot get much sense out of them, they save his life and integrate him into their
society. These people are completely at the mercy of the Administration, the tasks of
which are partly directed against their interests. They include, for instance, an utterly
absurd "eradication of the forest" (Y JlHTKa: 171) and "turning it into a swamp" (YJlHTKa:
33). For a Russian readership this may have civic as well as ecological connotations.
Since Leonid Leonov's PyccKHH nee, written between 1948 and 1953 (Kasack, 1992:
645), the forest has also served as the scene for numerous early Russian fairy tales as well
as a metaphor for "the people"

Once again, the genre of science fiction can be seen as a means of generalising a very
specific idea. Unlike investigative journalists, whose task it is to investigate and expose, the
Strugatskys are content with ridiculing and inveighing against a destructive administration.
Although an aware reader will of course read YJlHTKa as a satire on Soviet administration, this
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intent cannot be proven on the basis of the text alone and, according to the authors, their
profound criticism of the kind of arbitrariness depicted in YmnKa is not intended to be
limited to the Soviet Union. It is a rather universal criticism of a dull and meaningless life at
the mercy of god-like bureaucrats who think they stand above the people they are supposed to
serve.

6.2.2.3.

BTopoe HawecTBI.1e Mapc111aH
(The Second Martian Invasion)

With HawecTBMe the Strugatskys find their
way out of the bleak and rather depressing mood of
YnMTKa. The humour is still black, but the various
references to other literary works and Greek
mythology create an interesting atmosphere and the
accessible story in the foreground makes it a more
entertaining book than YnMTKa.

The full title ofHawecTBMe reads BTopoe

Fig. 7: Herbert George Wells
(Clute and Nicholls, 1995)

HaWeCTBHe MapCHaH - 3anMCKM 3.UpaBOMbiCJUIIUero.
The first part is a clear reference to The War of the Worlds by H. G. Wells. In that novel
Earth is invaded by Martians who land their spaceships in the South of England and conquer
the whole world by merciless use of heat-rays, destroying anything that gets in their way. The
Russian title BTopoe HawecTBHe MapcHaH (The Second Martian Invasion) might at first be
misleading, because the first invasion (the one Wells described) has not taken place.
HawecTBHe must therefore not be seen as a sequel to The War of the Worlds, but as an
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alternative or the second version. The second part ofthe title (Diary of a Sane Man) is a pun
on Gogol 's 3anHCKH cyMacwe.uwero (Diary of a Madman). This is another example of the
Strugatskys' tongue-in-cheek style.

The book is written in the format of a diary and contains fourteen daily entries by the
diarist Apollon. In this period of two weeks Earth is invaded by Martians, but, as in the
beginning of The War of the Worlds, people do not realise immediately what is going on:

-A ec!lu eoi'ma? - cnpautUBQlO fl. -Hem, :Jmo He eoi'ma, 3QJlBJIJlem OH. - Jf 6bl 3HQJI.

-A ec!lu :Jmo UJeep:JICeHue?- cnpamuea10 fl. OH He noHUMaem, IJmo maKoe
UJeep:JICeHue, fl 6o!lbute He Mozy u eema10 mpy6Ky.

(HawecTBHe: 192)

The entry of the first day ends on the diarist's worrying thoughts:

H mym fl ece noHflfl oKOHIJameflbHO. Ilpoucxooflm 6o!lbutue eoeHHble yiJeHUR B03MO:JICHO, oa:JICe c npUMeueHueM amoMH02o opy:JICUR. CmoUJio ozopoo zopooumb!
Tocnoou, ycHymb 6bl menepb cnoKOUHo!

(HawecTBHe: 194)

This leaves us with the suspicion that the diarist may not be as sane as the title
proposes, and that HawecTBHe is in fact another satire.

In the following two days, Apollon spends more time worrying about his pension than
pursuing his thought of a possible war. However, this war fails to materialise, and instead,
there are rumours of a Martian invasion. Apparently they have seized power and destroyed all
the cornfields, otherwise there has been no violence. It turns out that the Martians are not
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interested in territorial warfare at all, nor do they want, as one earlier rumour suggests, to cut
the humans' stomachs out. However, they plan to extract a small quantity of everyone's
gastric juice, as this appears to be an energy source for them. They would pay for it, provide
the humans with excellent (though blue!) Martian wheat, and not interfere in any other way.

HawecTBHe satirises the humans' non-resistance. After their initial half-hearted
balking they readily fall into line with their new economic dependence and put up with such
minor inconveniences as blue bread. They even tum against a handful of rebels (one of whom
is Apollo's son-in-law Kharon) and treat them like terrorists. After a while, they willingly sell
their gastric juice to the Martians:

Kcmamu, cezooHR 6 nep6blU pm coa6a!l JICeJlyoottHblU coK. Huttezo cmpaumozo,
moflbKO Zflomamb HenpURmHo, 110 zo6opRm, ttmo K 3moMy 6blcmpo npU6blKaeutb.
Ecmt coa6amb eJICeOHe6HO no 06ecmu zpaMM06, mo 3mo cocma6um cmo flflmboecRm
6 MeCRlJ. OoHaKo! (HawecTBHe: 255)

The Strugatskys intensify the effect of satire by giving the characters ancient Greek
names: there is for instance Apollo- in Greek mythology one of the most important Olympian
gods, associated with philosophy, law and fine arts; Apollo the diarist is a retired astronomy
teacher and stamp collector, who spends most of his time worrying about his pension and a
nasty eczema; Polyphem - the Cyclops who imprisoned Odysseus, who later on makes him
drunk and blinds him- in HawecTBHe is a one-legged war veteran and Apollo's drinking
companion; Laomedont - the first King of Troy who refused to fortify the town wall - is now
a corrupt mayor; Minotaur - the monster half-man, half-bull, who fed on human beings in the
Labyrinth- is now the town's sanitation engineer (Kern, 1979: 1879 - 1883); Kharon- the
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ferryman who conveyed the dead to Hades over the river Styx- is the editor-in-chief of the
local newspaper who mistakes the Martian invasion for a fireworks rehearsal for forthcoming
festivities.

The human characters betray the magnificence of their mythical namesakes by being
weak and cowardly and easy prey to the Martian seducers. Yet the reader can often
sympathise with these humans who make lame excuses for not resisting the invaders. In my
opinion, the novella has a philosophical function: the authors make us admit our own
weaknesses to ourselves. The raise the following question:

What would you do if a superior power offered you money, security, democratic
freedom, and even a tasty new bread and a less-filling new beer - all in exchange for
a small and regular "donation" ofgastric juices, sweat, or some other renewable
body fluid? Is there any reader in any country who could state categorically that he or
she would forcibly oppose such sweet slavery? (Kern, 1979: 1879- 1883)

For HawecTBHe the Strugatskys simply had to "hijack" the title ofH.G. Wells' famous
novel to provide the readership with the science-fiction background which accommodates the
plot. However different this plot may be from that of The Time Machine, the latter serves as a
constant point of reference, which makes HawecTBHe an entertaining spoof.

HawecTBHe also has sociological implications. However, they are not as light-hearted.
The Strugatskys make us think over our own situation and principles, thus asking ourselves
whether we too are not happily accepting something we had better refuse. This is an
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unpleasant question, because we may come to the conclusion that we, in all our contentment,
are not spiritually free.

6.2.2.4.

CKaJKa o TpoV.Ke (The Tale of the Troika)

With Tpoi1Ka the Strugatskys return to the more anarchic fun of the Privalov cycle.
The title itself is a likely allusion to Gogol 's MepTbie .llYWH, where Russia is described as a
troika (Stender-Petersen, 1957: 164), as is the grotesque style ofthe novella, which is
reminiscent of Gogol 's later works. Tpoi1Ka reads like the fourth part of lloHe.UeJihHHK, as it
is set in the same town (Kitezhgrad) with the same group of main characters. This time
Alexander Privalov (the narrator) and his friends Fedya, Edik Amperyan, Roman Oyra-Oyra
and Victor Pavlovich Korneev visit the colony of unexplained phenomena. This colony is
ruled by the so-called Troika for Rationalisation and Utilisation of Unexplained Phenomena.
Its members are Rudolf Arkhipovich Khlebovvodov, Lavr Fedotovich Vunyukov and
Farfurkis, archetypal bureaucrats who have turned red tape into an art-forn1. This bureaucracy
achieves precisely nothing, since it does not actually handle anything of importance. All the
Troika's "cases" are dealt with in an incomprehensible officialese and the facts are neither
acknowledged nor dealt with in any way. All that the three members do is make the cases fit
their forms, so that they can eventually refuse to deal with it any further and allocate it to
someone else's responsibility. Judgements on the particular cases are pronounced by means
of the Big Round Stamp - a satirical symbol of administrative power and arbitrariness:

-3aRBKyl eo336Cl!l Jlaep ct>eoomoeu'l.
MoR 3aRBKa Jlezlla nepeo HUM Ha 3elleHoe cyKHO.
-Pe30ll10lJU5l!!
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Ha 3aRBKY nww pe30!l10lfUR.
-JleiJamb!!!

C Jlfl320M pacnaxHy!laCb OBepb ceu4Ja, naxHy!lo 3amx.JIOU KaHlfe!lllpUeU, U nepeo
JlaepoM (/'>eoomoBUIJeM 3aceepKQJla MeObiO Eo!lbUlaR Kpy2Jlafl JleiJamb, H mozoa Jl
noHJlJl, IJmo ceuiJac npoU3ouoem. Bee eo MHe yMep!lo.

(TpoifKa: 223)

The colony is teeming with the most extraordinary phenomena: there is, for instance,
the talking bed-bug KJion roBOp)'H, who is constantly ill-tempered and quarrels with
everyone (a likely reference to Vladimir Mayakovsky's play KJion, in which bourgeois
conformism among the Communist Party officials is heavily criticised; from: Kasack, W.,
1992: 71 7); there is also a philosophical octopus CnHpH.D.OH; a liquid blue alien. The Troika,
who are in charge of those unexplained phenomena, never attempt to explain them. On the
contrary, they go to great length to explain them away, or they declare them enemies of the
people. Take the case of Edelweiss Sakharovich Mashkin, who has constructed a so-called
heuristic machine, which can answer any kind of question. Not only are the members of the
Troika unimpressed, they flatly reject his machine, call Mashkin a killer of the mind and
demand his death:

-Ho OH - y6uu!fa, u6o OH y6ueaem oyx. Eo!lee n1020, OH - cmpautHblU y6uu!fa, u6o OH
y6ueaem oyx ecezo IJe;weeiJecmea. H nomoMy HaM 6o!lbute He MO:JICHO ocmaeambcJl
6ecnpucmpacmHbl.MU ¢WlbmpaMU, a 00.1/:JICHO HaM BCnOMHUmb, lJmO Mbl - .T/IOOU, ll
KaK !liOORM HaJH OO!l:JICHO 3aUJ.UUJ.ambcJl om y6uulfbl.

H He o6cy:J/Coamb oo.TI:JICHo HaM,

a cyoumb! Ho Hem 3aKoHoe O!lJl maKozo cyoa, u nomoMy oo!l:JICHO HaM Ne cyoumb, a
6ecnoUJ.aOHo Kapamb, KaK 1<apa10m oxeaiJeHHbte y:J~CacoM. H Jl, cmaputuu 30ecb,
HapyutaR 3aKOHbl u npaeUJla, nepBbiU zoeop10: cMepmb!

(TpouKa: 219)
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The whole novel is full of the Troika's acts of monumental dim-wittedness. There is,
for instance, Konstantin Konstantinovich Konstantinov, a stranded alien who asks for
technical assistance, so that he can return to his planet. He is denied this on the grounds he
does not have the right documents to prove that he really is extraterrestrial (the fact that the
four-eyed alien appears in front of them out of thin air and that he can read their minds does
not impress the Troika). Contact with an alien life-form would be desirable, but since there is
no evidence of anything alien, there is nothing they can do. They suggest Konstantinov fly
home to his planet and get the necessary documents.

The Troika is ignorant and hostile in the extreme: at one point, Vunyukov and
Khlebovvodov even beat up Farfurkis, who appears to be the weakest member of the Troika,
for no apparent reason. They only pretend to represent the people (Vunyukov's catch-phrase
is "The people do not need this" when he really means he does not want it, be it support for
the alien or simply drawing the curtains).

Tpoi1Ka is written in the same satirical style as noHe.aeJibHHK. Here, it is not the
administrative approach to science, but administration itself which is ridiculed. The Troika is
the apotheosis of obsessive, blinkered bureaucracy, the members of which do nothing but
bureaucratise for bureaucracy's sake. The function ofTpoi1Ka is in fact similar to that of
YJIHTKa - a fundamental criticism of an inhumane administration which abuses power and is
out of touch with reality. Science fiction serves as an inexhaustible fund of ideas for
humorous and fantastic motifs, in order to take satire to an extreme.
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6.2.2.5.

ra.gKPAe ne6e,g!AI (The Ugly Swans)

In 1968 the Strugatskys completed their next novella, Jle6enw, which was never
published in Russia as a novella on its own, only in a German tamizdat edition in Russian in
Frankfurt, 1972 (seen in: Salvestroni, 1984: 34). but as one half(five chapters) ofthe novel
XpoMa~

cynh6a. The other half of Cynb6a was not completed before 1986. This part consists

of another five chapters, which make up the framework in which the protagonist, the writer
Felix Sorokin has written a fantasy novella, called Jle6enw. He has never published it, as he is
afraid of adverse criticism and possible repressive action on the part of the authorities. The
other five chapters are the novella itself, which is in tum about a writer called Victor Banev.
As only the Banev-chapters were written in 1968, i.e. within the period that this thesis deals
with, I will deal only with these and refer to them as Jle6enw.

The setting of Jle6en11 is gloomy: the locale could be interpreted as the Soviet Union
(Moscow is mentioned as the capital), but it is somewhat defamiliarized. Banev, an exiled
writer, enters a former seaside resort. This formerly sunny place (as we imagine a sanatorium
and tourist town e.g. on the Black Sea) is now exposed to never-ending rain and fog. The
town has started to rot and some people have a mysterious genetic disease similar to leprosy.
Their faces are disfigured and wet, which is why they are called MoKpelfbl (MoKpbzii: wet,
soggy; the authors have coined the noun MOKpelfbl as a Russian-style colloquial name for the
ill, something like "wetlings" or "soggies"). They live in the "leprosarium", an asylum solely
committed to the wetlings. They are not only well-educated scholars, but have also become a
kind of Homo Superior in intellectual terms.

- - - - - - -

----
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The wetlings have developed a new philosophy and ideology, the aim of which it is to
build a new world. This appeals to the children in town, who the wetlings educate until they
undergo a mental transformation. These enlightened "new children" are both highly
intelligent and intellectual, and devoted to the wetlings and their future in the most idealistic
way. One of these "new children" is Irma, Victor Banev's daughter. While the children, who
are normal apart from their boosted intellect, are recognised as prodigies, the wetlings are
outcasts and seen as enemies who want to seduce and steal the children from their parents like
Pied Pipers. The citizens of the town fight them with legal and illegal methods.

Banev plays the part of the intellectual observer with sympathy both for the wetlings'
bright new future, and for the sceptical and conservative "normal" people, who see their
children taken away from them. It dawns on him early in the novella that something
magnificent is in the air- he is even proud ofhis own daughter Irma, who becomes one of the

wunderkinder. Yet he understands that there can be no place for himself in this utopian
future, although he sides with the wetlings, whom he sees as suppressed victims of a
conservative society:

Caught here between contending directions - the Mayor urging him to write a tract
against the rain-men [the wetlings], Zurmansor [the wetlings' shadowy cult figure
and ringleader] urging him to do so also because such a tract will help his cause more

than hurt it- Victor acts in typical fashion: he never writes a word. (Slusser, 1979:
1488- 1496)

The general mood, created by images of a rotting city soaked by neverending rain,
reminds us ofYmnKa, and indeed Jle6eJlH takes up where YnHTKa left off. Whereas in
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YJIHTKa an utterly alien and repulsive world is depicted, devoid of anything familiar or
humane, fle6e.uu offers us at least hints of reality. This tension between reality and fantasy Russia versus Utopia - makes us long for understanding or enlightenment and puts us, the
readers, in just the same position as Kandid in YmiTKa. This technique of tension (familiar I
alien; here and now I far away in time and space) has already been applied in Tpy.uHo 6biTb
6oroM and nonhiTKa in the context ofhistory, where the heroes are stuck between an unjust
past and their own modem views on history and ethics. Banev in ne6e.uu is able to visualise
the wetlings' superhuman future and have some sympathy for it. He is, however, morally tied
to his own time and people- a convincing depiction of the intelligentsia's dilemma:

J_Ja, HeHaeu:»ey cmapbzu Mup. T!lynocmb ezo HeHaeu:JICy, Heee:JICecmeo, paWU3M. A
'lmO fl 6e3 ecezo 3mozo? 3mo XJie6 MOU u eooa MOfl. 0'-lucmume 60Kpyz MeHfl MUp,
coe!laume ezo maKUM, KaKu.M fl xo'ly ezo euoemb, u MHe KoHelf. BocxeGJiflmb fl He
yMeJO, HeHaeu:JICy eocxeGJieHU.fl, a pyzamb 6yoem He'lezo, HeHaeuoemb 6yoem He'lezo mocKa, cMepmb ... Hoebztl Mup- cmpozuu, cnpaeeOJIU6blU, YMHblU, cmepU!IbiJO'IUCmblU - fl eMy He Hy:JICeH, fl 6 HeM - HYllb.

(XpoMaH cy.Uh6a: 31 0)

The title ra.uKue Jie6eJU1 can be translated either as The Nasty Swans or as The Ugly
Swans. The former title bears a strongly oxymoronic meaning and refers to the idea of a new
way of life which includes aspects hitherto considered as incompatible - like children
"liberated" from their parents. The latter takes up the idea of metamorphosis of the ugly
duckling ("ra.UKHH YTeHoK") into a beautiful adult swan ("npeKpacHhiH Jie6e.ub"), which takes
place at the end of the book: it finally stops raining, and first the moon and later the sun come
out. All the citizens leave their rotting town: administrators, policemen, businessmen,
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officials, fascists - the Strugatskys describe the scene as a burst abscess. In the end the town
itself dissolves in the new dawn and leaves no trace of its existence. Yet we feel that this is
rather a metamorphosis than destruction: there is fresh grass sprouting and the children are
still there, miraculously grown-up.

This positive yet enigmatic ending is probably the most optimistic the Strugatskys
have produced since they started their career. Although it leaves us with more questions than
answers (What happened to all the citizens? Are the wetlings still there? How will the now
grown-up children run their new world?) we are left with the impression of a paradise found or rather created by means of pure intellect. There has not been a revolution destructive to the
former society but a transition to a higher level of being. It does not come as a surprise that
this sujet was taken as a criticism of socialist revolution and society, and that the novel was
banned from publication until the end of official censorship and the beginning of perestroika
in 1986.
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7.

Conclusion

For roughly three decades the Strugatsky Brothers were writing books that can be
found under Hay'IHWl paHmacmuKa in Russian bookshops. Literature written and published
in the Soviet Union, with its non-existent commercial market, had to satisfy other demands
than literature in the USA and Western Europe with their flourishing publishing industry (and
an especially lucrative science fiction market). We understand that science fiction in RussiaHay'IHWl pamacmuKa- and science fiction in the West do not mean exactly the same.

However, these terms have equally resisted clear definitions throughout the decades, and
naturally there are many similarities, the most obvious of which is that both genres deal with
something happening not here and not now. In many cases this means in deep space in the far
future.

The Strugatskys, however, refer to their own works as "realistic fantasy", meaning
that the issue dealt with is somehow relevant to the here-and-now world. Even at the
beginning of their literary career, which was inspired by public enthusiasm for technology and
space travel, the authors did not fill their pages with hard science fiction techno-talk, but
rather put more effort into creating credible human heroes. These heroes are allowed to make
mistakes, they grow older and, sometimes, wiser with age, and eventually they die. Each is
involved in a very real moral dilemma, and the authors ask profound ethical questions that are
of a timeless relevance.

During the first phase (1959- 1961) the heroes are articulate, and the lesson of each
novel is driven home with an admonishing finger. The science fiction in that period merely
provides the background for a readable adventure story. It is remarkable that within this plain
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and realistic period of their works, the Strugatskys already had the desire to break completely
free from any scientific logic and their hitherto sombre tone.

"The Tale of the Gigantic Fluctuation" in CTIDKephi is their first step into the field of
fantasy. It pushes us beyond the scientific horizon, thus questioning science's ability to
explain everything, and we have a vague foretaste of the Strugatskys' skills in the use of the
absurd and irony, which only three years later will become the essential ingredients for the
Privalov-cycle.

In the period from 1961 to 1964, the overall optimistic attitude towards science and

technology of the earlier phase changes. The elements of doubt in CTIDKephi have turned into
more serious warnings, and scientists are now exposed as rather ruthless (Pa.uyra) or callous
(Tpy,ll,HO 6hiTh 6oroM). At the same time the Strugatskys turn to more politically explosive
topics, such as the question of outside interference in an underdeveloped society (in OonhiTKa
and TpY,ll,HO 6biTb 6oroM). CTa)Kepbi thus marks the departure from the official dogma of
Socialist Realism, and potential dangers for the society, for example posed by amoral
scientists, are now foregrounded.

The Strugatskys deal with various sociological and philosophical issues by means of
science fiction. For example, they create a typical science fiction locale (a different planet) or
use motifs like space travel. Science fiction enables them to achieve a certain effect (like
isolating a moral issue and focusing on it as in PMyra, where they appeal to scientists to
reconsider their ethics) and not to create a detailed science fiction world in which the story
carries no particular moral and has no hidden meaning. Here probably lies the largest
difference between the Strugatskys' science fiction and (Western) space opera with the
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authors' tendency to write endless cycles with repetitive plots (The Gor cycle by John
Norman 9 for instance consists of25 novels). This means that the Strugatskys do not need to
draw a picture of a future world which is scientifically credible. Nor is there any speculation
about the future, one of the most frequently given justifications for writing science fiction,
simply because the Strugatskys do not write about the future. They do not see themselves as
modem prophets, but as observers of their own society:

Arkady Strugatsky:

Earlier we describe a society in which we would have liked
to have lived. But now it's the society we fear.

Interviewer:

That you fear or that you foresee?

Arkady Strugatsky:

It is impossible to foresee anything.

Interviewer:

All right, that you reckon will come about.

Arkady Strugatsky:

Even less can you calculate what will happen. {. ..]

(Bossart, 1990: 61 - 75)

This does not mean that the Strugatskys do not project issues relevant to the present
into a fantastic future. This technique of encoding delicate issues has been an important tool
for writers in a Soviet Union where any writer could be silenced with a stroke of the pen for a
too obvious criticism of the authorities. However, the Strugatskys never intended to openly
criticise the Soviet Union - or rather: their criticism is too universal to be limited to only one
country. The main issues the Strugatskys criticise in their phase from 1964 to 1968 are
arbitrariness, bureaucracy and petit bourgeois conformism; and who would deny that they are
issues within any society?

9

Pseudonym used for his fiction by US writer and philosophy teacher John Frederick Lange; source: Clute and
Nicholls, 1995.
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In my opinion, the Strugatsky Brothers show their talent for varying style and genre

most clearly during this phase. Savage irony is used to expose useless bureaucrats and
administrators in Iloue.ueJihHHK and later on in TpoiiKa; mysterious images in the forest world
ofYJIHTKa go hand in hand with Kafkaesque sujets in the world ofthe Administration. Here
the authors' sympathy with the intellectual's longing for knowledge and understanding is
expressed in a powerfully enigmatic way. Arkady Strugatsky admits in an interview in 1981
that he himself finds it difficult to interpret the whole book conclusively (Kasack, 1984: 76),
yet we find that the point of the book is not to provide a satisfYing answer to all the mysteries
but to activate the wish to understand. Nevertheless, after YJIHTKa, the Strugatskys apparently
felt the need to produce more accessible and less bleak stories. This explains why the
following novellas HawecTBHe, TpouKa and Jle6e.uH are set on Earth in the present or in a
very near future.

Whereas the setting in Jle6e.uH creates an uncanny tension with reality, HawecTBHe
creates tension with another work of fiction- H.G. Wells' The War ofthe Worlds. Those who
know their Wells will constantly compare the plot of the original novel with its spoof. This
makes it even more fun to read and makes the reader realise how spineless the characters in
HawecTBHe are. In addition to that we encounter the motif of the anti-hero for the first time.
The Strugatskys make us want to identify with a feeble character, lure us into a carefully set
trap: we find ourselves making excuses for the weak character, but, by the end of the book,
we are suddenly confronted with a question of the most profound kind, one which has already
been asked in BemH - Are we ourselves spiritually free?

After the publication ofTpouKa, the Strugatskys in Jle6e.uH again show their talent for
creating atmosphere and a fantastic world full of symbolic sujets. Since the protagonist is a
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writer, it would seem likely that the authors have written a story partly about themselves. The
protagonist - half intellectual hero, half passive anti-hero- witnesses and sympathises with
the intellectual revolution in a country which has Moscow for a capital but is not explicitly
named Russia or the Soviet Union for obvious reasons- official censorship was still in place
at the time of publication.

With 0Tellb, the Strugatskys prove their versatility in adapting to different fictional
genres. The book is largely a detective story, but in the end the authors reveal their faith in
their genre of science fiction by offering us a hair-raising science-fiction solution to the
mystery, which is the only one possible. The protagonist is a police officer who does not have
the intellectual capacity to perform the leap of faith (to believe in the existence of aliens)
which is necessary to solve the case. He is selfish and narrow-minded. For us, the readers, it
is as if we were trapped inside this anti-hero's limited mind, which makes us want to shout
out loud "Can't you see what's going on, you fool?".

With 06HTaeMbiH ocTpoB, the Strugatskys enter a new cycle known as the Maxim
Kammerer cycle. This also marks the beginning of their last literary phase, of which this cycle
is the pivot. This phase is remarkable in that it contains five novels and novellas which are
almost completely independent in respect of genre, characters and setting. These are 0Tellb
(analysed above in chapter 5.), rpan o6peqeHHbiH, TioBeCTb

0

,l!,p)2K6e

11

He;;my)l{6e, XpOMM

cynh6a, and OnirorueHHbie 3JlOM.

It has not been possible within the constraints of this study to examine the entire

Strugatsky oeuvre. However, by an in-depth analysis and comparison of key works oftheir
most prolific and fruitful period, it is hoped that I have demonstrated convincingly the truth of
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my main hypothesis: that the Strugatskys' particular brand of science fiction is neither pure
entertainment nor futurological "scientific" prediction, but that the genre is used to criticise
society by raising sociological, philosophical and political questions, as well as to warn their
society of dangers ahead. The device which they skilfully employ is to create an alienated
setting and populate it with credible characters which are near enough to reality, so that the
issue does not become purely abstract. The foregrounded adventure motifs and occasionally
grotesque satire make the novels hugely entertaining. However, the main purpose of the genre
of science fiction, in the case of the Strugatskys, is to avoid open social criticism and satisfy
censorship requirements. There are many profound observations on society which challenge
the reader - and the censor - with the disturbing question: exactly what part are you playing in
your society?

It is important to remember that the western concept of science fiction cannot be

found in the Strugatskys' works. The Strugatskys employ an Aesopian technique in their
writing, allowing their works to be read at various levels- they can be either simple
entertainment or a challenge to the authorities. At their most profound, they are anti-Soviet
and highly subversive, written for a subversive readership.
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letterrs from Borris S~rugatsky to the aiUithor

Appendilt A:

1. first letter, 3. i\llay 1996:
-------------------------------·-···"'

H

nony~HI

Bawe

(BTDPOB)

nHCbMO 11

CDBWY

OTBBTHTb Ha aonpDCN.

1. Mbl 11CilP060BfVIH BC8 MNCJUIMble CDOC06M llHCilH~HI Bl(B08M.
HaJ1150JJee 3ojlti'J€KTIH<IlbiM oK&3aJICll TaKoi!. MbJ C05HpaeMCil P. OJI}!Ofl TO"'J<e
npoCTPi'lH•:TBa (y MBI!fl, B JleHHHrpa)le, lJ Aplta,IIHH, B MDCJ<BiHo. 11,,11 8
ICCIKOM-H116:VJlh .ll,OMB TBOf.'4BC1'Ba), O,l\HH CaiUITC$1 3a MtlWHiiiCY. JlpyroA PRI\OM, K'J'<"•-1'0 npenJlaraeT Qlpa:;;y, <!Jtm:m 06Il:VMt.IBiH:1TCS!, npaBH'fCII,
llE:f>l?l\li'JlbiBflBTCR 11 - liH60 0'!'6l)aCb{BaeTCSl, .111100 3ilHOCHTC!! Ha 6yMary.
KTO-TO npe)!Jlarae')' CJI€1l:YIOIU:Yl0 4Jpa3y .•• If TiH: - 1flflC\~11l 3il tjl·pa3oA, il63iU1
3a fl6311ll8M, c•rpaHI11.1a 3a CTpaHHUBJ1 DO 6-7 'l«CQP. B JHmJ:.., 683 BMXOl\HI>IlL
20 .llHeti nO.D,Pil.ll ( B HaWI1 Jl:V'IU111€ BPeMeHa) .

2. lJ m~sep:vJOIIIHil. K coxaJieH1110. BePYJ~JilleHY :«11Th ror,a31lO JJer-..Ie
- ero 060P0Hfi€T Eor. l1 B€PIO, 'ITO JIY'Imee, 'ITO MO;teT ~I?JlOBeKy JlaTL
XI13Hb, '-iTO ·- llPY f'tl, JIJ060fib 11 pa60TY. Bee flP04€6 - H<?.061l3CIT€Jll.HO.
GO\ MOe C:Tp<UUHOB, 4TO MO:«eT CJJY 1111'rbCfl C 'I€.110B6KOM, cl'fO - DOTe-PflTb
..llP:Y f'cl. l1ll11 JIIOoOElh. 11Jll1 -1!0611MYJO pa60TY. MOP<lJih 11 :•THKil l<i~:«)!Of'O ,fiO.IIJIUli'l
CTPOWJ'bCl! Ha 3TI1l! HBXHTPhlll rlPI?.D,CTaBJ!eHI1ltll. G)le,1f.!Tb npaBl1JlbHWh
~TH'IBCKHl\ BLJ6op - 3Ha'll1T HE: Hl'l.PYWWfh BNUiec1JopMY.JltlPOBilHHhle
npeJlCTaBJi~IHI!l.

liHCJI'')\i'l

:c>TO

c.ne.qaTb TPYJ\HO,

110 BCI?l'Jla

...

B08MO:I:HO_,~·

. ·-·~·~•~---·"*

9TO 1'5hll3aJJO no-pa3HOMY. "fiHKHHK Ha Of.\<•~tiHe" f.l0C.<liHK 113
flPJ.Ul.YMetHI!OrO :J11H30)l1l., a "0l'fl-rOU[8HHhl€ 3JlOM" - H<l HP<HlCTBI?HHOil

3.

JIOBKO
lf)\1;'!1 '

CBOHMif :V41fT8JlHMH C'IHTa.IIH MW f.ll~.Y3JIJJCfl !1 A~eKCeil
A.TOJICTOl\ Hl1Y4!1.11 HilC PYCCKOMY il3hlKY. Yc>JJJIC - .UOKil'3nJI. 'ITO
l!acT05iUl<1H !jJf!HTaCTHKa BCEf.UH r.uenJJeHa c pl"aJJbHotl %H3Hf:.IO. 4eM )lllllhiD<? OT
;j;H;lHH
T8M Xj/.'I:E: JllfT<?f.'<ITYP<l. JlJObHMbll! HHCilTeJJI"i~ Y MI?Hfl MI!Oli:BC'l'BO:
M.BY.llraKoB. •.HcKaHJlep, C.BoBJJaToB. K.BoHHeryT, r.fPHH . . . scex He
fli''PP'YHl'JllfWb.

4.

ToJJCTOI'O.

P,cero

.noow,r·o.~~)-~
\~
Baw

.

(B. G-rpyra r.:m1)

3.05.199(1
C. fi>:Tep•5:VPI'
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2. Seconolletter, 20. Jllllrue 1998:

noporoH MHCTep Husman!
PoMaH "0Tenh 'II OOri1BU!ErO AJihm1HI1CTA" (aBTOpCKOe
Ha3BaHHe - "neno 06 y6HHCTBeo En(e O.QHa OTXO.QHa.ll .QeTeKTHBHOMY
~aHpy") Ha npoT.ll~eHHH HeCKOJihKHX neT no.r~aeprancR ycHneHHOMY
"pe.QaJCTHpOBaHHIO" o 0TBeTCTBeHillie pa60THHJCH pa3Hh!X H3.QaTeJihCTB H
pe.QaKl.lHH BCSI'-!eCKH a·blKOp'-!eabiBaJIH 113 Hero "anOJIHTH'-IHOCTb", a TaK~e
CTpaCTh nepcoHa~eH K pacnHTHIO CTIHpTHb~ HanHTKOBo B pe3yJihTaTe
JIOSIBHJIOCh HeCKOJihKO pe.QaKUHH 3Toro poMaHa, B TOM '-IHCJie C
HeOpaiUHCTaMH BMeCTO raHrCTepoa H C KOPe BMeCTO rporao EJIH~e BCero
K H3Ha'-!a]!hHOM1J BapHaHTY TOT, '-ITO ony6nHKOBaH B H3.[laTeJILCTBe
"TeKCT".
To, '!TO Bhl Ha3biaaeTe "npe.QHCJIOBHeM" ( "KaK coo6IllaiOT, a
OKpyre BHHrHo o o" H TaK .QaJiee) eCTh Ha caMOM .uene iuyTJIHBblH 30Hrpa<lJ,
BblCMeHBaiO~HH TOr,[laiUHHe MaHepbl COBeTCKHX o,PHUHaJihHhiX OpraHOB
ne<~aTHo

JKeJia!O ycnexa !
20o06o1998
ConeTep6ypr

Baw
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Complete chronoiogical ~ist of thle Str~~.ngatskys' foctiomlll
WOii"kS

In order to describe major changes as development in style and themes, it is
imperative to see the Strugatskys' works as a process in a chronological context. Therefore a
list of their fictional works is provided. 10

All references in this thesis are given according to the Harvard method. Exceptions
are the works by the Strugatskys for which the shorter work title is given. All those titles refer
to the Co6pamre coqnHemrH:.

CrroHTaHHblli peffirreKc, paccKa3; (Spontaneous Reflex); 1958; in "3HaHne- cnrra", No. 8,

1958; lPe4JJieKc.
I13BHe, rrosecTb B Tpex paccKa3ax; (From Without*); 1958; in "TexHHKa- Morro.n:e)I(H", No. 1,

1958; HJsue.
EerrhiM KoHyc ArranLia. paccKa3; (The White Cone of Alaid); 1959; Moscow, "MorroLia51
rsap.n:m1", in the anthology "3orroToH: JloTOc", 1961; KoHYC.
CTpaHa 6arpoBbiX ryq, rrosecTh; (Land ofthe Crimson Clouds); 1959; Moscow, in the series
"En6rrnoTeKa rrpnKmoqeHHHHM n

Hay~oH:

Q>aHTacTHKH"; 1959; CTpaua.

lllecTb cnnqeK, paccKa3; (Six Matches); 1959; in "3HaHne- cnrra", No.3, 1959; IllecTb
CDH'ICK.

10

Entries are given in the following order: Title, lit. genre; (English translation); probably written in the year;
place where published (if known), publisher, first publication in the year; work title to be used in this thesis. This
list is based on Yvonne Howell's chronological overview of the Strugatskys' prose fiction (Ho.vell, 1994) and
Darko Suvin's list given in his informative introduction toDie Schnecke am Hang10 (Strugatzki, A. and B.
Stmgatzki (1994), but has been updated and revised. Where no version published in English could be found, the
Russian titles have been translated by the author and marked with an asterisk (*). Titles written by A. Strugatsky
only and published under the pseudonym S. Yaroslavcev are not included.
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3a6hiThiH 3KcrrepHMeHT, paccKa:J; (The Forgotten Experiment*); 1959; in "3HaHHe- cHrra",
No. 8, 1959; 3KcnepHMeHT.
qacTHhie rrpenrrorro)l(eHHH, paccKa3; (Personal Assumptions*); 1959; in "3HaHHe- cHrra", No.
8, 1959; fipe.LJ;DOJJOiKeHHH.

HcrrhiTaHHe CKHEP, paccKa3; (The SCYBS Test*); 1959; in "H3o6peTaTerrh H
pm:.{HOHaJIH3amp", No.3, 1959; HcnhiTaHue.
IlyTh Ha AMarrhTeiO, rroaecTh; (Destination: Amalthea); 1959; Moscow, "MorronaH raapnHH",
1960; IIyTh.
B03BpameHHe (IIorrneHh, XXII aeK), rroaecTh; (The Homecoming: Noon, 22"d Century);
1960; the chapters ofthe second part (B03epamenue) first in the magazine "Yparr", No.6,
1961; the expanded and revised version containing all twenty stories in the series
"EH6JIHOTeKa rrpHKJIIOqeHHH H HayqHOH <PaHTaCTHKH", 1962; fiOJJ,LJ;eHb.
qpe3Bh{qaifHoe rrpoHcllleCTBHe, paccKa3; (An Extraordinary Incident*); 1960; Moscow, in the
collection "IlyTh Ha AMarrhTeiO.

Hay~o-<PaHTaCTHqecKaH

rroaecTh H paccKa3hi", 1960;

ITpoucmeCTBHe.

CTa)l(ephi, rroaecTh; (The Apprentices); 1961; Moscow, "MorronaH raap}lHH", 1962;
CTaiKephi.

IIorrhiTKa K6ercTBy, rroaeCTh; (Escape Attempt); 1961-62; in the collection "<l>aHTaCTHKa",
"MoJIO}laH raap}lHH", 1962; fiODhiTKa.
qerroaeK H3 IIacmlmnhi, paccKa3; (The Man from Pacifida*); 1962; in "CoaeTCKHH BOHH",
1962; qeJJOBeK.
llarreKaH Pa.zzyra, noaecTh; (Far Rainbow); 1962; Moscow, in the anthology "HoaaH
cHrHarrhHaH","3HaHHe", 1963; Pa.LJ;yra.
TpynHo 6hiTh 6oroM, noaecTh; (Hard to Be a God); 1963; Moscow, in "~arreKaH Panyra",
"MorronaH raapJlHH", 1964; Tpyuo 6b1Th 6oroM.
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XmuHble Beum BeKa rroBeCTb; (Predatory Things of Our Time); 1964; ibid. Moscow,
"Morro.nru~

rBap,nuJI", 1965 (together with ITKE); Bemu.

IToHe.nerrbHHK HaiJHHaeTC.SI B cy66ory. rroBeCTb; (Monday Begins on Saturday); 1964;
Moscow, ",[(eTcKrui JIHTepaTypa", 1965; lloneJJ,eJihHHK.
YrrHTKa Ha cKJioHe, rroBeCTb (in two independent parts); (The Snail on the Slope); 1965-66; in
the intended form including both parts only published in 1988 in the magazine "CMeHa", No.
11-15; "Perets"-part (chapters 2, 4, 7, 8, 11) in the anthology "3rrrrHHCKHii ceKpeT",
Leningrad, "flemn,naT",1966; "Candide"-part (chapters 1, 3, 5, 6, 9, 10) in the magazine
"EaiiKarr", No. 1 and 2, 1968; Y JIHTKa.
BTOpoe HarnecTBHe MapcHaH, rroBeCTb; (The Second Martian Invasion); 1966; in the
magazine "EaiiKarr", No. 1, 1967; HamecTBne.
ITepBbie JIIO.IUt: Ha rrepBoM rrrroTy, paccKa3; (The First People on the First Raft*); 1967; as the
first chapter of a novella-bouts rimes in the magazine "KocTep", No. 7, 1968; llepBhie JIIOJJ.H.
B Harne HHTepecHoe BpeM.SI, paccKa3; (In These Interesting Times*); dates of writing and first
publication (if any) unknown; only publication found: in the 2"d supplementary volume of the
complete works, "TeKcT", Moscow, 1993; HnTepecuoe npeMH.
CKa3Ka o TpoiiKe, rroBeCTb; (The Tale of the Troika); 1967; published in various versions,
first in the magazine "AHrapa", No.4 and 5, 1968; Tpoii:Ka.
fa.nKHe rre6e.zm, rroBeCTb; (The Ugly Swans); 1968; to my knowledge never published
separately, only as part ofthe novel XpoMrui cy,nb6a (see below); Jle6eJJ,n.
06HTaeMblli ocrpoB, rroBeCTb; (The Inhabited Island); 1967-68; Moscow, in the series
"EH6JIHOTeKa rrpHKJIJOqeHHii H HayqHoii <PaHTaCTHKH", 1971; OcTpon.
0Terrb "Y rrom6mero ArrhiiHHHcTa", rroBecTb; (Hotel "The Lost Mountaineer"); 1969-70; in
the magazine "IOHoCTb", No. 9-12, 1970; OTeJih.
Marrbllli, rroBeCTb; (The Kid); 1970; in the magazine "ABpopa", No. 8-11, 1971; MaJihim.
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ITHKHHK Ha o6oqHHe, rroaecTb; (Roadside Picnic); 1971; Leningrad, in the magazine
"Aapopa", No. 7-10, 1972;

TIHKI!IHJK:.

fpau o6peqeHHblli, poMaH; (The Doomed City); mid-1970s; Leningrad, in the magazine
"Heaa", first part in No. 9 and 10, 1988, second part in No. 2 and 3, 1989; rpa,ll(.
ITapeHb H3 rrpeHcrro.ziHeii, rroaecTb; (The Guy From Hell); 1974; Leningrad, in the magazine
"Aapopa", No. 11 and 12, 1974; llapem•.
3a MHJIJmapJl neT JlO KOHUa cBeTa rroaecTb; (A Billion Years Before the End of the World);
1975; in the magazine "3HaHHe- cRrra", No. 9-12, 1976 and No.1, 1977; 3a

MHJIJmap)J. JICT.

)l{yK B MypaaeiiHHKe, rroaecTh; (The Beetle in the Anthill); 1978; in the magazine "3HaHHecH:rra", No. 9-12, 1979 and No. 1-3, 5 and 6, 1980;
IToaecTb o npy)l(()e

If

)KyJK:.

Henpy:>K6e, MaJieHbKWI rroaecTb; (A Story of Friendship and Distance*);

1979; Moscow, in the anthology "MHp rrpHKJTIOqeHH:ii", 1980; TiosecTJD.
MalliHHa :>KerraHHii, cueHapHii; (The Wishing Machine*); 1980; Moscow, in the Science
Fiction anthology "Hct>", issue 25, 1981; Mamuua.
llii:Tb JIO)l(eK 3JIHKCH:pa, cueHapHii; (Five Spoonfuls of Elixir*); 1984; in the magazine
"l,bo6pemTerrb H pauHOHaJIH3aTOp", No. 7 and 8, 1987; llHTh JIO'I(CK.
BorrHbi racj{T aeTep, rroaecTb; (The Waves Still the Wind); 1985; in the magazine "3HaHHe cH:rra", No. 6-12, 1985 and 1-3, 1986; BoJIHhl.
XpoMWI cyLib6a, poMaH; (A Lame Fate); the Victor Banev parts (The Ugly Swans; see above)
were written in 1968, the rest of the novel in this form was not completed till 1986;
Leningrad, "Heaa", No. 8-9, 1986; XpoMaH

cy)J.L6a.

lleHb 3aTMeHifjl, cueHapHii; (Day of the Eclipse*); 1986; in the magazine "3HaHH:e - cHrra",
No. 5-8, 1987; ,It:euh 3aTMeHHH.

ill§, cueHapRii; (The Cloud*); 1986; in the magazine "XHMifjllf :>KH3Hb", No. 8-10, 1987;

Tyqa.
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OnrromeHHbie 3JIOM, l:IJII:I copoK neT crrycTSL poMaH; (Burdened With Evil, or Forty Years
Later); 1987; in the magazine "lOHOCTb", No. 6 and 7, 1988; Onrrom:eHHhle 3JIOM.
EeLIHbie 3Jibie JIIOLII:I, paccKa3; (Poor, Evil People*); 1988; passage of the story first in the
newspaper ")l(ene3HOLIOpo:>KHI:IK I1oBomKMI", 22. Nov. 1989; Jho,LJ;H.
I1oHeLieJibHI:IK HaqJ:IHaeTCH B cy66ory,

cn:eHap~:~H:;

(Monday Begins at Saturday); 1989; in the

magazine "YpanbCKI:IH cneLIOIIbiT", No.5, 1990; Tiol!le,llleJJibHHK (clllel!lapuu).
")l(l:l,llhi ropoLia I1HTepa ... ", l:IJII:I HeBeceJibie 6ece}lhi rrp1:1 cBeqax, rrbeca; ("Petersburg Jews"
or Sad Talks at Candlelight); 1990; in the magazine "HeBa", No.9, 1990; lKH~LI.
0TeJib "Y rror1:16mero Anbiii:IHI:ICTa",

cn:eHap~:~ii;

(Hotel "The Lost Mountaineer"); 1990;

under the title Ilene o6 y6~:~H:cTBe in "ITHTb JIO)I(eK 3JII:IKCHpa", Moscow, 1990; OTeJIL
( cu:euapH:ii).
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Appendix C:

Translations of secondary Russian sources (by the author)

1. page 6:

Contemporary fantasy contains two basic trends. One of them deals with the vast range of
problems connected with the themes Man and Nature, Man and the Universe. This is what we
usually call science fiction.
The other trend is closely connected with the range of problems dealing with the themes
Man and Society, Man and Socium. This is what we are inclined to call "realistic fantasy",
however paradoxical this term may sound.

2. page 16:

If it [science fiction] deals freely with the concepts of space and time, it changes at will
the correlations and proportions of the phenomena in order to emphasise them in a more
powerful way, to stress the main real conflict, clearing it of random deposits: for example, the
conventional transfer of action in time and space in The Martian Chronicles by Ray Bradbury
and in the novella Hard to be a God by Arkady and Boris Strugatsky allows to show presentday, human problems on their global scale.

3. page 16- 17:

HayYHa~

<!JaHTacntKa is the conventional term for a large branch of contemporary fiction

(partly in drama, film and painting);

HayYHa~

<PaHTaCTHKa is based on present-day standards

of scientific knowledge and a comprehension of reality and widely makes use of modern
scientific methods, such as modelling events, or the method of a mental experiment, in
application to art. The corresponding term "science fiction" originated in the USA and is also
developed in other countries. Many regard the epithet "Hay'-IHa~" as unnecessary. The epithet
"HayYHa~"

helps to separate Ha)'YHM <PaHTaCTHKa from the wider concept of the fantastic,

from fairy tales and myths, from romantic fantasy (e.g. E.T.A. Hoffinann), from fantasy now
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widely spread in the West, from satire and from philosophical prose, where the fantastic is
used like an artistic device without its attempt of a logical basis or justification. Hay,maH
cpaHTacTHKa was shaped as a mass phenomenon exactly at the time that science begins to play
a decisive role in society, generally speaking post- wwn, although the basic features of
contemporary Hay'maH cpaHTacniKa already appeared in the works of H. Wells and partly in
K. Chapek.

4. page 35:

What you call "foreword" ("As reported, in the district of Vingi ... " and so on) is in reality
a humorous epigraph ridiculing the manners of the official Soviet press of those times.

5. page 43:

Dear Mr Husmann!

The novel "Hotel Lost Mountaineer" (work title "The murder case"- another lament for the
genre of crime) underwent extensive "editing" during many years. Executives of many
publishers and editors rooted out in every possible way anything "apolitical", and with it the
characters' passion for consuming alcoholic drinks. As a result, several versions of this novel
appeared, including neo-fascists rather than gangsters, and coffee instead of grog. Closer than
any other to the original version is the one published in the edition "TeKcT".

